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Energy is a familiar word, You say it or think about it often in your
everyday life. After a tingling shower in the morning, you may feel fit
and full of energy, ready for the taskS of the day. As the hours pass and
you perform the jobs you must do to further your education or help you make
a living, you gradually become tired. By the time dinner is through, you
may say. that you have little energy left, A good night's sleep, a nourishing
breakfast, and you're prepared to repeat the performance of the previous
day, your energy having been restored, In many ways, this common use of
the energy idea is .closely related to the scientist's definition of it, but
it is a little too loose for the physicist's needs.

Speaking of everyday things that tie in with the concept..hf energy, we
might mention fuels as having a strong connection with energy. The food
you eat is the fuel that supplies your muscular energy; the gasoline in your
automobile provides the energy it needs to climb a hill or to keep moving
against the interminable retardation of friction and air resistance; the coal,
oil, or wood in the engine supplies the energy needed to run a train, plow
a field, or lift the girders used in building a skyscraper. The energy of
the sun, stored in growing things and waterfalls, is the'result of the
consumption of atomic "fuel.'

Please go on to page



Energy, regardless of its source or kind, is almost always involved
in doing a -lob. Lifting a hammer, speeding up. a train, running a lawn-
mower, and. just walking about are jobs that use fuel. Such fuel-using jobs
can be done because of energy that is converted from one form to another.
We start with an energy - source and then, by transferring this energy from
one lorm to another, we make it suitable for the task at hand. We know ot:

no method or technique whereby energy can be created out of nothing; we
can change it, move it about from one place to another, and design new
and better devices to use it, but we cannot make it.

Rather than try to define energy prematurely , let us state - in detail

why we believe that energy is involved in the fuel-using jobs described
above. We know, first of all, that an unbalanced force must be acting when
we lift a hammeronow a lawn, or climb a tree; then, as a result of the
unbalanced force, something moves. So we can start by saying that energy
is involved if an unbalanced force causes motion, or produces certain types
of changes in motion. This will have to do for the moment; but be assured
that we shall not stop with this hazy description cf energy.

Please go on tr, page 3.
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When forces are exerted and things move, energy is converted from
one form to another or transferred from one object to another. When such
conversions or transfers occur, we say that work has been done. So you
see, the concept of work is inextricably interwoven with the concept of
energy; you can hardly speak of one of them vithout bringing the other into
the da.scussion. In a sense, work is the measure of the job done. For
instance, if a derrick lifts one car it has done a certain amount of work;
if it then lifts a second, identical car to the same height as the first, the
total job (or work done) is twice that involved in lifting the first car
alone. In another sense, work is the measure of the fuel used to do a job.
Clearly, the fuel needed to lift two cars to a given height is twice that
required to lift one of them if both cars are identical. The two ideas are
quite the same, both of them implying that work is a measure of the energy
converted or transferred.

Many of our questions could be answered if we could find a combination
of force and motion that would serve as a measure of. energy transfer. Our
objective, then, is to find some such combination which is proportional to
the fuel used and to the total size of the job done. This combination of
force and nt3tion could then represent work; so, for our present purposes,
any quantity we call "work" must be proportional to the magnitude of the
task accomplished, or to the fuel used, to accomplish it.

Please go on to page 4.



G.

To help us arrive at a definition of work which meets the requirements
outlined in the Introduction to this lesson, we shall analyze the factors
that go into the performance of a specific job such as that pictured in
Figure 1. 6

Figure 1

A number of crates, each having exactly the c.me weight, are to be
hoisted'co the deal( of a freighter standing in a harbc.,:-. The job is to be
done by a gasoline-drive crane on the dock. What we want to know is this:
What governs the amount of fuel (gasoline) used in accomplishing this job?

Well,. consider the weight of the crates first. To lift a single
crate, the crane must exert enough force on it tc, overcome the pull of gravity
and.start the crate moving away from the ground. Suppose that a single
crate is. so heavy that the crane can lift only. one at a time. If the foreman
on'the job wanted to speed up the work and load two at a time, he might bring
a second crane to the dock so that both could work simultaneously. Then, in
this case as the crates went up,thl- total force would be twice that exerted
by -a single crane but the fuel used would also be twice than of a single crane.
Evidently; the fuel consumption is proportional to the force applied by the
machine. But, as you read in the introduction, work is to he measured in
terms of the .fuel used to accomplish a job. SO, tentatively at least, what
might we conclude?'

(1)

A The work done is inversely proportional to the force.

B The work done is directly proportional to the force.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

Just how did you reach this conclusion? Since 288 is just 2/3 of 432,
it may be that you thought of t = 3.00 sec. as representing the beginning of
the third second. Thus, you may have thought that the K.E. remaining in the
ball is 2/3 of the original before free-fall began. This is incorrect.

Properly, t = 0 marks the instant you start.you..: stop-watch, t = 1 is
one second later, t = 2 is after a lapse of two secorlds, and t = 3 marks
the passing of three seconds.

Do you remember the total time for the fall?'

Where will the ball be after it has 'seen falling for three seconds?
When the bill reaches the ground, all cif the original P.E. becomes K,E,

Please return to page 76. Pick a better answer this time.
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YOUR ANSWER B

Very good. if our definition of work as a measure of energy transfer
is to be of any value, then we must agree that force FT does no work at all.
No fuel Is used to produce FT, no energy is consumed, hence no work is done.

We can improve our description of the meaning of "work" now. Work
is the product of an unbalanced to and the distance moved in the direction
of the force-.--rhis-couid suffice as a definition of work for most situations;
but for universal application, it still needs some improvement. Look at
the force in Figure 4.

-Figure 4

This force U) acts at an angle 9 to the horizontal, but the block
moves horizontally alon &.the table. According to the above definition, the
block does not move in the direction of the forced If you adhere strictly'
to the definition, you must conclude that force F does no work at all. But
you KNOW that energy must be expended in moving the block horizontally
against friction; hence work has to be accomplished. How do we resolve this
dilemma?

Think back to resolution of vectors. Force F may be considered to
be made up of two parts: a horizontal component and a component.
What's the missing word? Turn to page 75 to check.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

The mathematical statement of the Sec'nd Law does NOT state that
= .Perhaps you need to review your mites, although you should remember

that acceleration is directly proportional to unbalanced force and inversely
proportional to the mass of the body being accelerated.

Please return to page 91 and make a better selection.



YOUR ANSWER --- Gi

This is incorrect,

AdOne of the answers definitely does express the meaning of
Atproperly,

Please return to page 88 and see if you can decide which of the given
answers does thl.s
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Not quite.

The substitution yields this first result:

v2W = m x
2d x d

a

But when this is simplified, you don't get the answer you chose.

So, return to page 82, please and select a better answer.



YOUR ANSWER C

This is incorrect on two counts!

First, if the watt is a unit of power, the watt-second cannot possibly
measure power, whict is the rate of doing work.

Second, if the watt-second were truly a unit of power, it could rot
be the same as .joule, since the latter is a unit of work or energy!

Come now. If you will bear in mind ttet a watt and a joule per
second are identical units, you should have r-o difficulty in choosing the
right answer.

Please return to page 140 and try once more



YOUR ANSWER --- A

This doesn't follow from our reasoning.

Every drop of gasoline used by the crane engine can rotate the cable
drum just so much. To lift a crate twice the distance, the drum would have
to complete twice as many revolutions. If each drop of gasoline can account
for just so many turns, you can't expect the drum to turn twice as many times
without using more gasoline.

Please return to page 40. Choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

A kilowatt uses the same prefix as a kilometer. This prefix
always means "1,000 times"; hence, a kilowatt is 1,000 watts.

The watt is a unit of power; so is the kilowatt. If we multiply a
power unit such as the kilowatt by a time unit such as the hour, we cannot
obtain a power unit from the product.

-Thus, a kilowatt-hour is not a unit of power. To find out what it
really measures, do this:

kw-hr ,,. power x time

power =
work
time

work
-so- kw- hr 7--

time
x time

So what is the kilowatt-hour?

Please return to page 145 and choose the right answer now.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

There are several things wrong with the answer you chose.

You cannot equate two different kinds of quantities. Distance moved
is a single, fundamental measure of displacement while work is a combination
of force and motion and cannot possibly be equal to distance.

As an example which shows the fallacy of this kind of statement,
consider a box containing marbles. It is safe to say that the weight of the
box depends upon the number of marbles in the box, but you could never say
that the weight is equal to the number of marbles. Suppose the box contains
173.marbles and weighs 2.9 lb. It'wouldn't be correct to write 2.9 lb
173 marbles.

From the point of view of units alone, you can't have an equation
with units of different meaning on either side of the equal sign.

Please return to page 56 and choose an alternative answer.
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-YOUR ANSWER --- B

You're confusing energy and momentum. Find the total momentum of the
system, not the total kinetic energy.

Return to the original question on page 127 and read the explanatory
material once more-'-carefully. Then choose a better answer.

r-
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text, It is
not intended to convey lesson information.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You chose the wrong component, We're quite sure you realized that
the work done here must be the product of the horizontal component of F
and the displacement d. But FV is the symbol for the Vertical component;
this component does no work, of course, because there is no vertical motion
in the system.

Please return to page 75 and choose the right answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

We are aware of the thinking that led you to choose this answer. You
figured that, if 147 joules of work were expended in getting the block to the
top of the shelf, then 147 joules of kinetic energy must have been transferred
to it, since no energy is being lost, to friction; Up to a point this is good
thinking, but it falls short of the truth because the motionless block has
no velocity on the shelf; hence, it cannot have kinetic energy. That is,
since

K.E. = lonv2

and v = 0, then K.E. must be zero.

This may make you wonder what happened to the work that went into
raising the block to the shelf. And well it should!

We'll help you out of this dilemma shortly.

In the meantime, you will have to return to page 150 and then select
the only possible answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We are almost certain that you arrived at this answer as a result of
two separate but common errors.

The determination or the K.E. of the bullet as it leaves the muzzle
of the rifle calls for the solution of:

K.E. = Irmv2

In substituting, you must be sure that the mass is given in kilograms
and the velocity in meters per second. We think you used the wrong unit

.

for one of these.

Next, you must remember to square the velocity, and also that the
product mv2 is to be divided by 2.

Please return to page 114. Make another choice after finding the
correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Two quantities are inversely proportional when one decreases as the
other increases. We are trying to establish a definition of work in a
physical sense. We have said that we would measure work in terms of the
size of the job performed or the amount of fuel used to complete it

It seems logical to connect the factors we have just considered in
tlais manner:

1. To lift a single crate, a certain amount of fuel is needed.
2. To lift two crates, two cranes are required, thus calling for

twice the applied force.
3. Two cranes, however, require twice the fuel of one
4. So to get twice the force, we need twice the amount of fuel..
5. Since work is measured by the amount of fuel used, we would then

expect two cranes to do twice the work of one crane by exerting
twice the force at a given time

Thus, the two quantities we are relating are work and force, and we
see that as the force increases, the work increases. Is this an inverse
relationship?

Please return to page 4 and select the alternative answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- D

That is not right.

Go over your work..
the speed, multiply by the

20

One of the answers is correct.

Remember, in solving K.E. = Ilmv2, you must square
mass, and then divide by 2.

Please return to page 72, Choose the correct, answer.
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YOUR ANSWER -7- C

This is not correct. You may determine the correct MKS energy unit
in one of two ways,

(1) You may analyze the derivation closely and notice
that since work is a measure of energy, the energy
equation having been obtained directly from the
definition of work, energy units must be exactly the
same as work units.

(2) You may substitute units in K.E. Imv 2 and thus
determine the unit you derive for the entire quantity.

We are quite sure you did not follow either of these procedures. If

you had, your result would not have had the newton as an answer.

Please return to page 132. Select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWEIR.

The example appears in item 1(d), not 1(c).

Please keep your notebook up-to-date and in usable shape.

Please return to page 138 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This answer is incorrect.

You obtained this answer by multiplying the weight of the safe in
'pounds by the distance moved. This is a double error.

If you use the weight of the safe in this problem--and it should not
be so used -it should be expressed in newtons rather than pounds.

However, in determining the work, the force that appears in W = Pd
must be the one that is in the direction of the motion. The safe is moved
horizontally but weight acts vertically.

Please return to page 142 and work the problem again.
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CORRECT ANSWER: The dealer answered, "The brown stallion can pull the hay-
wagon dp the hill much faster than the black mare."

Here is a new thought! Suppose you had a load of books that were to
be placed on a high storage shelf that could be reached only by climbing a
ladder. For the sake of simplicity' we'll imagine each of the books to
weigh exactly 5.0 nt, and that there are 20 of them altogether. Suppose
further the,: they are to be lifted a distance of 4.0 meters. Since 5.0 nt
represents a little more than one pound of weight, you might carry 10
books up in a single trip, completing the job in two trips. The work
done woald then be:

W = rd = number of trips x weight x height
-22 2(50 nt x 4.0 m) = 2(200 j) = 400 I

Now, let's say that your little brother wants to do exactly the same
job but that he can carry only i book at a time as he mounts the ladder.
This means that he will have to make 20 trips up the ladder. The work he
would do would be:

W = 20(5.0 nt x 4.0 m) = 400

Clearly, your little brother does exactly the same amount of work
that you do in completing this job, but if an employer were looking for help
in the form of a book-stacker, he would hire you rather than your brother.
What physical quantity, not present heretofore in the concept of work and
energy, has now appeared?

(331

A A ladder,

B Time.

C Vertical distance.

D None of these.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Fd 600 nt x 6.0 mYou are correct, P = = 200 /sect L5 sec.

To help you undetstand the relative magnitude ci a joule per second,
we'll discuss power.in English units briefly, but will not work any problems
involving them,

In the English system, force is measured in pounds (lb), distance in
feet ft.),and time in seconds: Hence, the unit of work is the ft-lb, and the
unit of power is the it-lb/sec. Early in the development of the concepts
involving power, horses were used to do the work of pumping water, grinding
grain, hoisting stones, and so ?n, so that it was natural to choose a power
unit involving these animals. At first, one horsepower was described as
the rate at which a particular kind or animal, an English dray horse, could
do the work. Obviously, such a definition is inadequate for anything but
the roughest kind of calculations. Later, the definition of the horsepower
was pinned down as:

i horsepower = i HP = 550 ft-ibisec

Thus, the average horse might be expected 'Co be able to do 550 ft-lb
of work in i second.

To help you fix the relative size of the j/sec in your mind, we shall
find the number of jisec in I horsepower. The process of determination is
given on the next page. It is not necessary for you to memorize this, but
it is important for improving you facility with unit conversion, and for a
valuable review. Therefore, follow each of the steps carefully to the con-
clusion.

Please go on to page 26.
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We want to detezmine the number of joules per second in 1 horsepower,
carrying the work tc, three significant figures,

1.00 nt x 1.00 m
(/) Write the detiniticn of L 3, sec.: 1 j/sec 1.00 sec

(2) There are 3,28 trim and 4,45 nt. /lb, or 1/4.45 lb/nt.

(3) Multiplying :1) by the conversions in (2):

Jisec = 1,00 nc x 41.4
lb

5 nt r 1000 m x 3.28 ft/m

100 sec

(4) SiMplifying:
3,28 ft-lb
4,45 sec

j/sec = 00:38 ft-lb/sec

(5) From 4 we see at once that 1 j = 00738 ft-lb. This in itself is
a valuable result. It shows that a joule is less than 1 ft-lb. So, there
must be more joules than ft-lbs in a HP, that is,

1 tt-lb = I-- ,

6718 J

(6) We know that, by definition, i HP = 550 ft-lb/sec,

(7) Hence,

i HP = 550 ft-lb/sec A j/ft-lb

or' 1 HP = MiL 746 jisec

Thus, i j/sec HP
746

Please go on to page 2'L
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Here are the last two answers again:

1 HP = 746 j/sec

1 jisec = HP
746

This is the result we are seeking. You will find in your reading
that another name for a joule per second is a watt. Hence, a watt is a
unit of

(35)

A Work.

B Energy.

C Power.

D None of these.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You obtained this answer by summing up the two individual momenta
without regard for algebraic sign. Momentum is a vector quantity and signs
must be taken into account in all arithmetic or algebraic manipulations.

Please return to page 127 and select a better answer.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text, It is
not intended to convey lesson information,
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YOUR ANSWER - -- B

If you write Newton's Second Law in any form, you cannot obtain an
equality between F and mia!

Refer to your notes if necessary for a review of the mathematical
statement of the Second Law. You should remember, however, that acceleration
is directly proportional to the unbalanced force, and inversely proportional
to the mass of the body being accelerated.

Please return to page. 91 and make a better selection.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, This follows from the conservation principle. At

the start of the swing, all the energy is P,E, At the end of the swing, It
is again all P,E, Hence, if the energy of the system is to remain constant,
mgh' must be equal to mgh.

Thus, an ideal pendulum would be a perfect energy converter. Each
swing would see the bob rise to exactly the same height as before and,
therefore, the pendulum would swing forever once started,

How to extract this energy to do useful work while keeping the
pendulum going is a problem in perpetual motion, A pendulum clock has
been devised, however, which uses very little external energy,

Please go on to page 32.
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Before going on tk: the -Leal world of physics where ideal conditions
may be approached but nevez quite realized, here is one more application
of the Principle cf Conservation of Energy in connection with falling bodies.
For simplicity, we shall use a numerical example,

A jet plane at an altitude of 9.00 x 10 m is carrying a 1,020 kg bomb.
We want to find the kinetic energy_of the bomb after it has been dropped and
has fallen a distance of 6.00 x 102 m.. .(COPY THIS PROBLEM) . /ou will note
that the bomb has fallen 2/3 of the distance to the ground from its original
altitude

Now there is a difficult way to solve this problem, but there is also
an easy one, Unfortunately, the difficult way is the obvious one. We'll
go over this :first, The problem sugges's that we find K,E, Which equation
will we apply

A K,E. = mv2

B K.E. = 1.1.mv

C Neither of these equations.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This answer is incorrect.

Work the problem out again and determine the correct answer for
yourself. Be sure your manipulations with exponents are correct.

Please return to page 137, then choose another answer that matches
your revised one.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

How far does FT
in Figure 3 on page 99 cause the block to mover

Remember that FT is a reaction to W and that the block will not move veI-
tically at all as long as the table is there.

All right. FT causes no motion of the block; this fact is established,

Work is calculated from the expression W = Fd. Now, if FT does not
cause any vertical motion, there is, no d over which it acts; hence icz FI,
the distance d is zero.

Under these conditions, would you still -say that FT does the same
amount of work as F?

Please return to page 99. Choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The proportionality between work and distance is
almost self-evident in the relationship of the numbers Chosen for the previous
discussion.

Thus, we can write the proportionality this way:

W = k'd where W = work, d = distance, and k' = a
proportionality constant.

Well, let's review a bit. We have found so far that work is propor-
tional to force (W = kF), and that work is also proportional to distance
moved (W = kid). Both of these. are direct proportions.

In the next step we want to combine the two proportions. This is
done by putting toem together like this:

W = k"Fd where k" is some combination of the two

proportionality constants that appear in the separate statements above.

Here we can give the constant k" a value of one (unity) by choosing
our units correctly. If F is measured in newtons, and d is measured in
meters, and if we assign a value of unity (without units) to k", then what
unit will we use for work?

(4)

A The newton-meter.

B The newton per meter.

C I don't recall how to do this.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is not correct.

A watt is the same as a joule per second. But if a joule is a uniz ot
work, then a joule per second is a unit which measures the time rate of
doing work, not work itself.

Please return to page 27 and select another answer
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

1

You are correct. To apply the relation: K.E. = Imv
2 we need to

know the mass of the body and its final velocity as it reaches the ground,

All right. The mass is known: 5.00 kg. We know the distance that
the bock will fall: 3000 m. We know the gravitational acceleration: 908

m/sec . What equation do you have that will enable you to find the final
velocity of a body falling from rest, if the mass of the body, its accel-
eration, and the distance through which it falls are all known?

Write this equation, please. Don't go any further until it is
written and you are certain that it is right.

Now turn to page 139.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

This is not a good answer. Although the' acceleration cf a freely
falling body can be given as 980 cm /sect, this value is in CGS units.

This isn't what we want, is it?

Please remember the system we are working in

Please return to page 128 and select the acceleration of tree -fall
in this system.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Apparently you think that the total energy has been split down the
middle, since half of 432 is 216. This is not so.

At t = 3.00 sec, the ball has reached the ground so that, with respect
to ground as a reference zero level, the height of the ball is now zero.

At zero height, how much potential energy does the ball have?

Check yourthinking. Return to page 76 and select a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. If three cranes were used, the force applied
simultaneously to the crates would be three times that of a single crane,
the fuel consumption would be three times as great, and the work done,
therefore, would be tripled.

So, if work is directly proportional to the applied force, we might
write: W = kF where W = work, F = unbalanced force, and k = the conventional.
constant of proportionality.

Now, what else determines how much work is done:by the crane?
Suppose the vertical distance from the dock to the ship's deck is 20'feet,
If we measured the fuel consumed by the gasoline engine in lifting the crate
a distance of 10 feet and found that it required 0.01 gallon of,psoline to
do tt,.and then repeated the fuel consumption measure for a distance of
20 feet straight up, what do you think we would find?

(2)

A To lift a crate 20 ft would require no more gasoline than to lift it
10 ft.

B To lift a crate 20 ft would require 0002 gal of gasoline.

C I don't understand.



YOUR ANSWER --- D

You are correct. The basic equation relating distance and time is:
d = ligt2 for a body that starts to fall from rest. When this is solved for t,
you obtain the expression t =

All right, let's find the time required for the ball to fall to earth.

V 9.80 m/sec 2 = / 9.00 sect = 3.00 sec

Now that we have the time needed for the ball to fall through 44,1
meters, we can proceed to part (b) of the problem.

At t = 0 sec, the ball has not yet started to fall. In short, its
energy is entirely energy. Write the missing word and then please
turn to page 76.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

A ladder isn't a physidal quantity or number!

We may not have worked any problems involving ladders before, but
we certainly have dealt with bodies that have been lifted above the ground,
The ladder is merely another means of lifting; it introduces no new ideas:.

Please return to page 24 and choose a better answet,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is not true.

When a 120-lb boy climbs a vertical ladder, his muscles must exert
a minimum of 120 lb of force in order to overcome his weight. If this muscu-
lar force, which is directed, upward, causes him to move upward, then cer-
tainly work has been done because a force has caused motion.

Re-examine the problem after returning to page 87. Think care-
fully to choose the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

With reference to the zero level, what is the height of the ball as it
passes through position (1) of Figure 9 on page 60? it is zero, isn't it?
But if h = 0, then the potential energy, which is

must also be zero.

P.E.?

P.E. = mgh

If this is the case, how can the total energy of the bob comprise only

Please return to page 62 and choose a better.answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --,- C

This answer is not right.

You obtained it by multiplying the weight of the safe in newtons by
the distance moved horizontally.

Remember that the force used in a work calculation must be acting in
the direction of the motion. Weight acts vertically but this safe moved
horizontally; hence you cannot use the weight of the safe as the force in
W = Fd.

Please return to page 142 and select the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Correct. Going back to our equations of uniformly accelerated mo-
tion, you should remember this one:

v = at or, for this case, v = gt

Hence, what is the speed of the ball at the end of 1.00 sec of free
fall? Write the answer; then turn to page 72.



YOUR ANSWER --- C

imv2 . What did you neglect to do?

47

You forgot to do something necessary for the solution of K.E. =

Correct your work, return to page 72, and then choose the correct
answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Let's run through some of our preliminary points.

We are trying to develop a relationship between work and some combina-
tion of force and motion. In our introduction we used the word work as a
measure of energy transfer, and said that it was evident that work could be
measured by the amount of fuel used in doing a particular job,

Now-our objective is to find out just what factors of tome and motion
govern the amount of work done or fuel used We have already decided thar
work is proportional to force, but that there is something else that controls
the amount of work done besides force.

When work is done, force produces motion. In our example of the crane
noisting crates, we are applying common sense to the question: "How much
more fuel is used in lifting a given crate 20 ft compared to the amount .

used to lift the same crate 10 ft?" If we can determine this, we may then
be able to show how work done is governed by the motion that occurs while
the work is being accomplished.

Please return to page 40. Try another answer.
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CORRECT ANSWER: Since the mass of the stone is 20 kg, then from

w = mg

we find the weight to be: w = 20 kg x 9.8 m/sec2 = 196 nt.

So we have:
h

1,440 j

196 nt

h = 7.3 meters

Thus, when a 20-kg stone is dropped from a height of 7.3 meters, it
acquires 1,440 joules of K.E. when it reaches the ground.

When an object is at rest at some height above grouAd level, what-
ever energy it possesses is potential in nature; it has no kinetic energy
because it is not moving. We know, too, that if the object is allowed to
fall to ground level its energy upon impact with the ground will be all
kinetic. Its potential energy will now be zero, since all the initial P.E.
has been converted to K.E.

Please go on to page 50.
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Here is another question: Given a specific P.E. for a body raised
to a height, can we calculate how much of this P,E0 has been changed 'to
K.E, at any instant--part of the way down--in its fall?

COPY THE FOLLOWING PROBLEM (It will be more convenient to work this
one out to three significant figures.): A 1,00 kg ball is dropped under
ideal conditions from a height of 44.1 meters.

(a) Determine the time required for it to reach the ground.
(b) Calculate its P.E. and K.E. for

(1) t = 0 sec
(2) .t = 1000 sec
(3) t = 3000 sec

Now turn to.page 51.
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This problem is not quite as formidable as it first appears. From
your copy of the problem, list the known quantities:

m = 1.00 kg
d or h = 44.1 m

g = 9.80 m/sec
2

Part (a) of the problem calls for the determination of the time required
for the ball to reach the ground, This is a straightforward question in uni-
formly accelerated motion as applied to bodies in free fall.

Choose the equation from those listed below which will permit you to
find the time of fall directly from the data given.

(23)

A t = .1-
v

B t =

C
2d

=F1.-

g
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We showed that W = k"Fd.

In this expression, the portion "Fd" is a mpLluct. Since "per"
signifies a fraction bar, the unit for work could be a newton per metez
only if the proportion involved a quotient. Since there is no quotient
expressed or implied, there can be no "per" in the unit.

Please return to page 35. The answer should be cleat now
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Despite the unfamiliarity of the unit used to express work in this
answer, you chose it. 'Mu must have had a reason for doing so. Going backto the definition for power:

P = W/t

and since we want the work done, we can solve the equation for W:

W = Pt

The power is 500 watts and the time is 1 minute, so

W = 500 w x 1 min = 500 watt-min

But this isn't the answer you, selected, is it?. What's wrong?
Compare with the answer above, as you selected it

Go back to the original question on page 121 and work the problem again.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are perfectly correct,

The kinetic energy of the block as it teturns to the ground is:

K.E. = kmv2 = x 5000 kg x 5808 m2isec2 = /47 joules

The kinetic energy of the falling b"...ocic when it teaches ground le,4eL
exacay_the same as the work originally put into the job of taising the block.
From this we must conclude that 147 joules were stoed in the block while
it rested on the shelf, and that all this enetgy was converted to K,E, at the
end of its fall.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

Potential Energy
(a) Potential energy is the energy possessed by a body because of

its 22sition or distortion..
(b) Under ideal conditions, P,E0 is equal to the work required to

bring the body to that position, or to cause the distortion.

(c) For potential energy of raised position (against gravity),
the work done to bring it to that position is W = Fd. But the force in
this case is the same as the weight w of the body, and the distance raised
is to be called the height h. Hence, we may express P.E. of position as
P.E. = who

(d) In the MKS system, w is in newtons, h is in meters, and P,E.,
therefore, is in joules.

Please turn to page 184 in the blue appendix.
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In the notebook entry, we mentioned the potential energy of distor-
tion. Let's explore the matter further.

A body can store up potential energy if it is raised, to some height
above the ground. We say the body has potential energy because, if its
support is removed, it will fall and convert all the P.E. it had while at
rest to K.E. as it reaches the ground, For bodies that have potential
energy as a result of nheir position, we shall call ground level zero height.

The most common way to tell if an object has potential energy is to
note whether or not this object will have kinetic energy when released.

Agure 8 REST POSITION

Referring to Figure 8, we see an unstretched spring in A (ignore
gravitational effects), and the same spring in the stretched state in B.
To stretch it, an average force of 205 nt was applied, causing the spring to
lengthen by 0.20 meters. The spring has been distorted; its form in B is
different from its form in its relaxed state in A. If the spring is released,
that is, if the force is removed, the end of it will leap back toward the leis
causing the mass of its turns to move, We conclude, then, that the
stretched spring possessed potential energy which is converted to kinetic
energy when the end is released.

How much P.E, did the spring possess'in its stretched state?
Write your answer; then turn to page 114..
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YOUR ANSWER B

You are correct. This answer is based on plain logic. If the engine
can raise a crate 10 it with 0.01 gal of gasoline, then it is reasonable
to expect it would use twice as much gasoline to raise the crate twice
the distance. Similarly, if the same engine were called upon to lift the
same crate through 100 ft, we would expect that the gasoline consumed would
be 100/10 x 0.01 gal or 0.1 gal:,

Again relating the work done to the fuel used, we see that the engine
must do twice as much work to raise a crate through twice the distance, .

three times as much work for three times the distance, and ten times as
much work for ten times the distance,

What relationship does this suggest?

(3)

A Work is equal to the distance moved.

B Work is directly proportional to the distance.

C As the distance is increased, the work done increases.



YOUR ANSWER --- D

This is not the right answer, One at the answers is coirect.

A watt is the same as a jcule per second. And a joule is a unit of
work. What kind et a unit, then, does the joule per second measure?

Please return to page 2 and make another choice,
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CORRECT ANSWER: When t vo 1.00 sec, the body falls 4.90 meters.

That is:

gt
2

9.80 m/sec
2
x (1.00 sec)

2

d= = 4.90 m
2 2

The original height of the ball was 44.1 meters, so the new height at
the end of 1.00 sec is:

44.1 m - 4.90 m 39.2 m

Thus, we have 1.00-kg ball (weight .= 9.80 nt) at a height above ground
of 39.2

What is the potential energy of the ball in this position with reference
to ground? Write out the solution and the answer; then turn to page 144
to check your work.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. The units of work are given as the newton-meter
or joule.

In the discussion just completed, we have established a very useful
basic concept: The conservation of energy in ideal situations. Next, we
shall apply this concept to the analysis of the motion of a simple pendulum.

45=34:2,4

For this application please turn to page 60.
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m
ZERO

REFERENCE LEVEL

60

Figure 9

When a ball (called a pendulum bob) is hang from a sappot by means
of A string, it hangs straight down'forming what is known as a plumb line,

The center of gravity of the bob may be assumed to be at the geometriz
center of the sphere. In position (1), Figure 9A, the center of gravity of
the bob is taken as zero reference level from which all heights or depths
are measured. The bob has a mass m.

When a force is exerted sidewise on the bob, it can be displated to
Position 2, as in Figure 9B, with the string still taut. Since the hokl2cmta1
component of gravity is negligible for small displacements of the bc4b, we
assume the work required to move the bob horizontally is zero.. Bat work 1G
involved in moving the bob.to position,2, because. it has been thsed
vertically through distance h. How much work was done in moving it from
a) to (2)?. Remember, w = m x g.

(29)

A The work done was equal to m x h.

B The work done was equal to m x g x h.
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YOUR ANSWER --,- C

You took the right road but stumbled over a detail.

The equation for kinetic energy is Ilmv
2
not just mv

This should give you a hint to enable you to locate your mistake.
Do so, then return to page 123 and select the right response.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The force that lifts the mass is the vekticai com-
ponent of whatever force is applied to do the jab: But the ve:n:.-1:_af cm-
ponent of this force must be equal to the weight of the bob, exefted In an
upward direction. Then, since w = mg, the work done is equii;aient to mgh

Now picture the bob held in position (2) of Figure 9 on page 60 It

is motionless, hence its kinetic. energy is zero. Ihua, ail the wtitit O;;ne on

the bob, representing the total energy of the system, new resides in tt tn ::he
form of potential energy, We can express it this way:

W = total energy = K,E, r P.E. = 0 -r P E =

If the ball is now released, it will gather speed as tt moves to, the
left. It will then pass through position (i) soue time during this motion,.

At the instant the ball passes through position ti), which of the
following statements would correctly describe the energy distvibic.xIon

00)

A The total energy of the bob comprises only K.E.

B The total energy of the bob comprises some K.E. and some P,E:

C The total energy of the bob comprises only P,E,
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. It is
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Although this statement is true, it is incomplete. The figures given
should enable you to state a relationship that is more meaningful.

Certainly, the work increases as the distance increases. But is it
true that the work triples as the distance doubles, or that the work rises
to 100 times its former value if the distance is increased 10 times? Of
course not! Yet in both these cases, the work increases as the distance
increases.

So, you see that your answer is too qualitative; it does not contain
all the information that can be derived from the discussion.

Therefore, please return to page 56 and find the answer that does
have this information.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

There is no such equation!

Although this expression does.relate time and distance--and this is
the relationship you would need to determine the time of fall of he ball
over a distance of 44.1 meters--it does not relate them properly.

You may need to go back over the appropriate equations in youz notes.
and review them before you return to page 51 and select another answer-
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

If you have the right answer for the K.E. of the block as it returns
to ground level, the appropriate conclusion ought to be apparent immediately.
Perhaps you made an error in arithmetic. Once you get the right result fox
the K,E., you should reach a conclusion that can be generalized. Let's
review the points made thus far:

(1) 147 joules of work did the job of raising the 5.00-kg block a
distance of 3.00 meters.

(2) We decided that the K.E. of the block on the shelf was zero
because it was not in motion, and its velocity was zero.

(3) However, having done 147 joules of work on the block, we felt
that we must have added energy to it. Since this energy is evidently not
kinetic, then it must be another kind of energy.

(4) We concluded, therefore, that the energy (147 joules) is stored
because of the block's raised position. We called this potential energy.

(5) To test this theory, we computed its K.E. when the block,fell to
its original position. Finally, we must compare this K.E. with the original
work done in the P.E. "storage" process.

Please return to page 139 and select another answers
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YOUR ANSWER B

This expression is not valid. We have never derived not used anything
like it

Although this expression does relate time and distanceand this is
rhe relationship you need to determine the time of fall or the ball aell. a
dist.ance of 4401 meters--it does not relate them properly,

You may need to go back over the appropriate equations in your notev
and review theme Then please return to page 51 and select another answeI
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Not directly.

The equation d = liat
2 gives the relationship between time, accelera-

tion, and distande. It does not relate velocity to the other quantities.

Please return to page 124 and make a selection that fits the question.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You've erred somewhere in your calculation.

One of the answers is correct. Check your work; then please retza
to page 143. You should be able to pick the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are absolutely correct. Since you know mass m and velocity v,
you can make direct substitutions into the equation:

K.E. = Ilmv2

Remember, we want to find the height from which the stone was
dropped. Let's compute the kinetic energy at ground level:

K.E. = mv2 20 kg x (12 m/sec)2
2 = 2

K.E. = 1,440 joules

Assuming ideal conditions, the potential energy of the stone at the
height from which it fell must also be 1,440 joules, since all the P.E. was
converted into K.E. by the time the stone reached the ground.

but P.E. = wh, so

P.E. = 1,440 joules

wh = 1,440 joules.

and h = 1,440 joules
w

The mass of the stone is 20 kg. What is its weight? Write your answer.

Now turn to page 490
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CORRECT ANSWER: At the end of 1.00 sec of free fall, the speed of the ball
is 9.80 m/sec. That is,

v = gt = 9.80 misec2 x 1.00 sec = 9.80 m/sec

We want to calculate the K.E. of the ball, then, when its speed is
9.80 m/sec. What do you get for the kinetic energy at this speed?

(26)

A 96.0 joules.

B 48.0 joules.

C 4.9 jollies.

D None of these answers.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

What's wrong with this answer? It is correct. From W = k"Fd, we
obtain W = Fd when we make k" = 1. Then substituting for F and d, we have:

W = 3.6 nt x 0.70 m
W = 2.52 nt-m

However, since a newton-meter is a joule, we can express this answer as
W = 2.52joules. And since we are working with. only two significant figures,
the final result is best expressed as

W,= 2.5 joules.

One of the answer choices, however, is wrong on two counts. Please
return to page 119; find the answer we mean.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

At the start of the free-fall process, the total energy of the ball was

all potential--432 joules. If you say that on reaching-the ground, the P,E,
of the ball is still 432 j and its K.E. is also 432 j, how do you account tot
the fact that the total energy of the ball would then be 432 j 432 j = 864 1

The only work done on the ball was that involved in the raising process,
432 j. You know that work must be done to give something energy. You
can't add another 432 j to the energy without accounting for it

Furthermore, you know that potential energy of position is the produ-,
of the weight and height. But, at ground level, the height of the ball
above the ground is zero; hence its P.E. = 2 x 0 = 0,

Please return to page 76 and select a better answer,
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CORRECT ANSWER: Force F may be considered to be made up of a horizontal
and a vertical component.

F

F
V

FH

Figure 5

Figure 5 illustrates the resolution of force F into its two components,
FH and Fv. Ignorng F, now we can talk of the effects of the components.
As we saw before, a vertical force that causes no vertical motion does
absolutely no work. This means, of course, that FV may be ignored, too,
as long as we confine our discussion to the forces that do work in our
example.

On the other hand, the hotizontal component of F (Ft.) is. the force
which causes the actual, observed motion resulting in the displacement d.
Thus, only FH does work along the horizontal line as the block moves over
the distance d.

Now, you should be able to write the equation for the work done in
the situation shown in Figure 5, Which of the following correctly describes
it?

(7)

A W = Fd

B W = Fvd

C W = FHd

D W = FHFVd
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CORRECT ANSWER: At r = 0 sec, before the ball starts to fall, its energy
is entirely potential.

The body is not in motion,.so it has zero kinetic energy. To find
its total energy then at t = 0 sec, we must determine its potential energy.

P.E. = wh
but since w = mg

then P.E. = mgh

and substituting, we can write:

P.E. = 1.00 kg x 9,80 mfsec 2 -x 44. M
P.E. = 432 joules

Thus, in answering .(1) of part (a of the problem we would say that:

the ball's P.E. at t = 0 is 432 joules
the ball's K.F. at t: = 0 is zero.

Now, without further calculation you should be able to tell us the P.E.
and K.E, of the ball at t = 3.00 sec. (Remember that we calculated the time
required for the bail to come to ground level as 3,00 sec.)

Don't hurry, Take the time you need to think this out, Then select
an answer from those listed below:

At t = 3.00 sec, the ball has a

(24)

A P.E. of zero and K.E. of 432 j.

B P.E. of zero and K.E. of 288.j.

C P.E. of 216 j and K.E. of 216 j

D P.E. of 432 j and K.E. of 432 j.



YOUR ANSWER - -- A

Incorrect!

We know the mass of the ball. It is a constant value of 1 00 kg and
is not affected by the motion of the ball in free fall.

Please return to page 144 and choose the alternative answer.
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YOUR ANSWER - -- A

The product m x h is a product of a mass and a distance

You know that work is a product of a force and a distance. Then the
product m x 1 can not express work

Please return to page 60 and select the other answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Mein refresh your memory.

Let's go back to Newton's Second Law. Your notes will show that we
had a similar proportion involving force, mass, and acceleration which could
be put into the form F k"ma.

In deciding upon the unit to be used for force F, we allowed the k" to
be dimensionless with a value of unity and then wrote:

F = (1) x kg x m/sec2

Then we said that the unit for force must be the kilogram-meter pet
second squared, or kg-m/sec2.

Thus, in forming the unit for the derived quantity (force in the case
of the Second Law) we merely perform the operations dictated by the defining
equation, multiplying or dividing or both, depending on the instructions in
the equation.

In this case, sect appears' in the denominator of the force unit because
it is in the denominator.. of the unit for acceleration.

answer.

Perform exactly the same operation with the expression:

W = k"Fd

Now return to the original question on page 35 and select the right
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Correct.

When it is at position (1) ui .Figure 9 on page 60, whether it is in
motion or not, the height of the bob is considered to be zero since this is
the zero reference level. Since Me. newtons of work were done on the bob
to raise it to height h, it must have been given mgh newtons of total energy
At position (1), we see that its P.E, is zero; hence the total energy must be
all K.E., by the Principle of ConServation of Energy. If the bob is moving
with speed v at position (2), then the total energy of the system is

Total Energy = K.E. + P,E.= K.E, + 0 = 1/2m1.2

Now turn to page 81.
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Now refer. to Figure 10.

Vig_2222ZMEEEM

h'

(-; 2K.E, = Imv

Figure 10

The bob passes through (1) and, because it has kinetic energy, it
continues to move toward the left, rising to height h' at position (3).
Here it stops moving, before reversing direction on its next wing. At
position (3), the bob again has zero K.E., and the total energy of the system
is'all P,E, In this case, the P,.E, = mgh', Select the only true statement,

(31)

A The magnitude of mgh' is exactly the same as mgh.

B The magnitude of mgh' is smaller than that of mgh.

C The magnitude of mgh'.is greater than that of mgh.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are quite correct.

So far we have:

and also

82

W = mad

2 =v - 2ad

Suppose we solve this last equation for a. This gives us:

v2
a =

2d

Thus, v2/2d is the equivalent of a and may be substituted for, it in
the expression W = mad.

We would like to make the substitution and then simplify the resulting
expression as much as possible. Write your answer, then see which of the
following is a true statement.

(12)

A W =
mv 2

2d

B W = mv2

C Neither of these answers is right.
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We should like to :Nose this lesson by dessribing a simple experiment
In whish the conservation printples for both momentum and energy; help
us to appreciate the impotante of e_membeling which quantity is a ector

and which a scalar,

uy

m m MO kg
v = 10 mi sec

Figure il

In Figure 11, we see a billiard table from above. To billiard balls
of equal mass m are moving with equal uniform velocities in opposite directions

Bearing in mind that energy is a scalar qtantity, we are not conLenea
with the directions of the e-twc motions in answering the question: What is

the total kinetic energy of the system? The system includes both balls and
the table. Clearly, if directions are not to be taken into aocount, then the
total kinetic energy of the system is the sum of the two individual energies,
or

Total K,E.
2

=limy - my
2

if each m = 0020 kg and each v 10 miser, then the total kinetic
energy is 20 joules. Despite the fact chat the balls roll in opposite
directions, each one could do 10 joules of work if called upon to d o e o.

Please tuxn to page 127 to continue.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

This is not. true. You do have enough data to answer this question,

To determine the kinetic energy' of any body, what do you have to knote
Since K.E. = limy., you need information relative to the mass of the body
and its velocity at the time the kinetic energy is to be calculated. Weil,
aren't both of these known? Sure, they are So you do have enough data
to find the K.E of the block aitet it comes to rest on the shelf.

Please return to page i50 and select an answer khan matches the
information you have.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No

Chetk your notes for the correct equation, although this should no
longer be necessary. Important relationships should become part of your
physics "vocabulary" as quickly as possible,

Please return to page 32, Check your notes before chonsing you,:

answer.



YOUR ANSWER C

You are correct. The work in this case is the product at the horizontai
component FH and the displacement d.

Let us now state a firm and rigorous definition of work as a notebook
entry,

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

Work and Kinetic Energy

1.. Definition of Work
(a) Work is defined as the product of the component of force along

the direction of motion and the distance moved as a result of the action of
this component.

(b) The equation for work may be written: W = Fd where F is the
component of the force in the direction of motion and d is the displacement
or distance moved.

(c) Work is measured in newton-meters uE joules in the MKS system
(d) Illustrative example: A force of 18 :it acts aL. an angle on c

block of wood on a.table. The angle is such that the force may be resolved
into a horizontal component of 16 nt and a vertical component of 9 rm. If

the block moves 4 m along the horizontal table, how much work was done?
Solution: Only the horizontal component of the applied

force is involved in the work; hence W = Fd = 16 nt x 4 m = 64 at-m =
64 joules.

Please turn to page 182 in the blue appendix.



Here's another simple problem,.involving the principles of work:A word of caution is in order here, Watch the units very carefully. Theycgl always be combined by performing the operations dictated by thedefining equation.

A boy weighing 120 lb climbs a vertical ladder 13 ft high, Howmuch work does he do?

(8)

A He does no work.

B 1,600 joules

C 1,600 nt-mt

D 1,600 ft-lbs
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Ycu are corJ:ett, The kilowatt-hour acw-hr has exac4 the same
form as the wat-seond (w-sec ) it Is a piOauct ci power and time ol:'

ene,gykw,.41t_ =Pat time = energy c: work
time

The poeL equattcn, P Fd., .15 also userul in a slightly aiirezen
ty9e of computation, For example, in the problem beiow, how do we get
seed into the picture?

An ele(tn.:.: motor is rated to de-i',ex ..O 0 kW z: power at wha speed
in MEtE.s pe minute qIiimin) an raise 4 'char has a mass
c 2,5 .); C kg

We have been using the simpkest epientat.ion tC2 oA in :be
ci the right side of the power equation, That is, when we write Fa, we
mean that an unbalanced force F has caused a displacement of a bcoy in the
direction that the force ..t.sc Noimally, we would indicate a displacement as

since it does involve a change of position: if we do that:, then the powe
eq.i,atIon becomes:

whih can be rewritten this way:

At

Ad
P = F x

Ad,In this equation, with what could you /epiac:e

A Neither of these answers is cortect.

B Acceleration of the body on the force acts:

C Speed of the body on which the foae acts
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CORRECT SOLUTION:

Given: P = i0,0 kw = 10
4
wacts = 10

4
j/sec.

m = 2.15 x 104 kg

Since w = mg, then w = 2.75 x 104 kg x 9.8 m/sec
2

w = 27.0 x104 nt = 2070 x 105 nt

So F = 2.70 x 10
5

nt

P= Fv, hence v = P/F

Therefore:
4

v =
10 jsec

2070 x 10 nt

Now, dividing ,/sec by nt gives us m/sec, because

nt-m
sec sec

nt = nt sec Thus v = 0.037 m/sec.

To obtain the answer in meters per minute, we multiply by 60 sec/min
and get:

= 2.22 m/min (final answer)

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

(Item 5)

(h) Power and speed are related by the expression: P = Fv

where P = power in watts or j/sec, F = unbalanced force in newtons, and v
= speed in meters per second.

(i) Copy the problem just co.Apleted as a sample for this entry.

Please go on to page 90.
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Did you find the right answer for the last problem? If not, be more

careful with this next one.

Energy expended at the rate of 5.0 x 10 3 joule /second in causing a

3.2 x 0
3 kg block to move horizontally against friction on the floor at

2.0 m/sec, Find the retarding force of friction.

Write out your solution carefully;.then turn to page 125.
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if work is a measure of energy transferred, then we should be able to
determine the energy of the moving block by calculating the work (assuming
that all the work done appears in the form of energy of motion.)

Obviously, the work done may be obtained from W = Fd, since the force
is constant and in the direction of the motion. So W = Fd,

We should now like to find an expression for the energy in terms of
the motion of the body. For clarity, consider this situation: if the mass
m were to come sliding past you at a velocity v (as in Figure 6 on page 117),
you could be sure that work had been done on the body during some past
interval in order to overcome its inertia and accelerate it from rest to the
velocity even though you had absolutely no information concerning the

. force that was used, or the distance over which the force actei. In other
words, the energy of the mass m moving with velocity v should be calculable
simply from a knowledge of the magnitude of m and v without reference to the
original force F or distance d. To do this, we must convert W = Fd into
another equation containing m and v, -rather than F and d. as a start, we
could replace F with its equivalent using Newton's Second Law of Motion.
What could replace F?

(10)

A m

B
7a-

C ma
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. It is
not intended to convey lesson information.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. It is
not intended to convey lesson information.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. It isnot intended to convey lesson information.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

This answer neglects the difference between weight and mass.

Work is a force in the direction of motion times the distance moved,
If work is a product of force and distance, then it cannot be a product of
mass and distance. Force is measured in newtons. You multiplied the mass
of the block (5,00 kg) by the distance vertically (3.00 m) and obtained
an answer of 150 0 joules.

To find the work in this case, you must multiply the necessary fo..::ce
to lift the block by the distance.

Please think it over, Then return to page 170 and make a better
selection.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

A newton is a unit of force, not work: If the watt-second is ;eally
a work unit it cannot be the same as a force unit, can it?

If you will remember that a watt and a joule per second ate iderttl.ai
units, you should have no difficulty in choosing the right answer.

Please return to page 140 and make another selection.'
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Not directly.

The equation v = at gives the relationship between final velocity,
acceleration, and time. It does not relate distance to the other quantities.

Please return to page 124. Make the selection that meets the
requirements of the question.
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YOUR Y1SWER B

The watt is not a unit of energy,

A watt is a joule per second; a joule is a unit of work and we have
seen that work and energy are.measured in the same units; hence, the
joule is also a'unit of energy. Then, a joule per second, and therefore a
watt, must be a unit for measuring the time rate of energy usage, not energy
itself ,

Please return to page 27 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are quite correct. There are two errors in this answer. Most
important is the unit error: The product of force and distance cannot be
expressed as newtons per meter as we have explained before. The correct
unit is the'nt-m, or the joule. Also, since the problem is given to two
significant figures, the answer should not have three significant figures,

d = 0.70 m

Figure 3

You may have noted that Figure 3 has the addition of two forces
besides the unbalanced horizontal force of 306 nt. This is a real block and
it has a definite amount of weight, W. But, since it doesn't fall through
the table, it is held in static equilibrium by the reaction force exerted
upward by the table, FT. We might say that the block is acted on by 2 forces,
F and FT, while it acts upon the table with the force W, its own weight.

Now, here's ot.r question. F acts on the block and does work to the
extent of 2.5 joules. FT also acts on the block. How much work does it do?

(6)

A The same as F, that. is, 205 joules.

B No work at all.

C I don't know.
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YOUR ANSWER D

No. This is defined in item 2(a).

You have the wrong item. If you're going to make progress, you
have to keep your notes neat and in order.

Please return to page 138 and choose again.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

No, that's ircorrect.

You forgot that, in kinetic energy, we are dealing with the square
of the speed.

Work the problem once more, then return to page 137 please, and
choose an answer that conforms with your revised work.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

The prefix "kilo" means ' .000 times," Thus, a kilowatt is the same
as 1,000 watts. When we write 1.'lowatt-hour, we state that we are multiplying
power times time.

"Power per unit time," however, states that power is being divided
by time, Some other familiar examples of this are:

and

acceleration = change of veiocitY per unit time = v/ t

density = mass per unit volume = miv

Note the division sign in each of these examples, representing the
word "per,"

Hence, the kilowatt-hour (kw-hr) cannot be defined as power per
unit time since it is a product, not a quotient.

Please return to page 145. Choose the right answer this time.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

Oh, come now!

We haven't work with English units in any of our lessons. Why should
we turn to them now?

Please return to page 128, Stay in the preferred metric system.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

Work is the product of a force and a distance. This answer shows two
forces and a distance in the product. This could hardly fit .the definition
of work, 7ould it? How much does the component of force at right angles to
the direction of motion contribute to the work expended?

Please return to page 75; then pick a better answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

No.

Acceleration is defined as the rate of change of velocity with respect
to time, or a = AviAt.

Here we are dealing with a rate of change of displacement with
respect to time. This is not acceleration.

Please return to page 88 and make a better answer choice.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We're not planning to push the block down; we're just going to let
it fall by pulling the shelf out of ways

In that case its initial velocity would be zero, wouldn't it?
There's nothing to determine in this respect then.

Please return to page 157. Yu should be able to choose the right
answeI,



YOUR ANSWER --- A

it?

107

You omitted one step in the solution of K.E. = Ilmv2. Which step is

Correct your work, return to page 72, and then select the right answer.
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YOUR ANSWER A

We disagree.

So far, our definition of work states that W = Fd, since the propor-
tionality constant has dropped out. Substituting in this simple equation:

W = Fd
W = 3.6 nt x 0.70 m
W = 2.52 nt-m

And since we are working to two significant figures, the answer should be
given as W = 2.5 nt-m.

There is one answer, however, that is definitely incorrect on two
counts. Return to page 119, find this answer, and indicate your selection
by picking the associated letter choice.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

This choice of answer indicates thaL you must have obtained an
incorrect result for your calculation,

Perhaps the etrct was one of arithmetic, . Before going through the
work again, let's briefly check the points made thus far.

Ut) We have showm that 142 joules of work were done in raising the
5,00-kg block through a distance pi 3.00 meters.

(2) We decided that the block could not have any kinetic energy
after coming to rest on the shell, simply because it was not in motion and its
velocity was zero.

(3, But, having done 14? joules of work on the block, we felt that
we must have added energy to it lt, this added energy is not K.E., then it
must take some other form.

(4) We then said that the energy was stored in the block in the form
of so-called Potential energy.

(5) Tc test this theory, we then computed its K.E. when the block
fell to its o4isinai position. Finally, we shall want to compare this K,E,
with the original work done in the P.E. "storage" process.

Please return to page 139 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This expression is applicable only to motion with uniform velocity.
It may not be applied to uniformly accelerated motion, such as that of a
ball in free fall.

You are looking for an equation which relates time and distance,
since you know the distance of fall and want to find the time required.

If necessary, review the appropriate equations in your notebook
Then return to page 51 and make another choice.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You apparently missed the point. Observe in Figure 5 on page 75 that

the force F acts at an angle to the horizontal plane (e), but that the block

moves along the horizontal line in covering the distance d. Our latest

tentative definition of work requires that, if work is to be done, the motion

must be in the direction of the force. Since the motion and the force are

not in the same direction, then the work cannot be the product of F and d.

Read over the text again, particularly the part about the resolution

of F. Then select your answer carefully.

Please return to page 75 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER ---

Let's analyze your answer carefully. If the magnitude of mgh' was
actually smaller than that of mgh, this would mean that the potential
energy at (3) of Figure 10 on page 81 was less than the potential energy at
(2). Now, at both positions, the kinetic energy is zero; hence the P.E. is
the total energy of the system.

Do you see the implication? When you select this answer, you are
saying that some energy vanished altogether in the transition of the first
swing of the pendulum. Working under ideal conditions as we are, this
is quite 'impossible according to the Principle of Conservation of Energy,
All the P.E. of the raised bob in position (2) must have become transformed
into K.E_ in position (1) which, in turn, reverted to P.E. when the bob
reached position (3).

So--how could the P.E. in position (3) be smaller than that of
position (2)7

Please return to page 81. You should be able to select the tight
answer without difficulty now.
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YOUR ANSWER D

This is riot true.

One of the given answers is quite correct. The thing to do is to let
kinetic energy equal the work performed.

Try again.

Please return to page 123.
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CORRECT ANSWER: The potential energy of the spring was 0,50 1.

This answer results from these considerations:

(1) The work done on the spring in stetching it 0,20 m is
W = Fd = 2.5 nt x 0.20 in 0.50 joules

Under ideal conditions, the potential energy is equal to the
work done in causing the distortion, Hence, P,E, = 0.50 If

When the spring is released, its kinetic energy as the loop at its end
passes the original rest position is also 0,50 joules, since all :.he P,E,
originally stored in it has been converted to K,E, at this point,

The explosive charge propelling a bullet has chemical potential
energy which, for simplicity, may be viewed as energy stored in the
"distortion" of the molecular structure of the powder.

Suppose a 4,0-gm bullet is given a muzzle velocity of 700 m/sec by its
charge. Can we find the potentie. energy of the powder using only this
data? Yes, we can.

Find the kinetic energy or the bullet as it leaves the gun, then convert
this to the potential energy of the cha4e propelling the pellet.

What's the answer?

(21)

A 1,960 joules.

B 1,400 joules.

C 980 joules.

D None of these. answers is right.
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1OUR ANSWER --- B

Do you recall that we emphasized the level of position (I) of Figure 9 .

on page 60 as the zero reference levelT Then, when the bob passes through
(I), its height is zero, Therefore, with reference to this arbitrarily chosen
zero height, the potential energy of the bob must also be zero since

P,E, mgh
P.E. *mxgx0 = 0

On this basis, your answer cannot be correct.

Please return to page 62 and choose the correct answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. The weight of the safe does not enter into the solu-

tion of this problem.

The horizontal force is 450 nt and the horizontal displacement is m;

hence from W = Fd we have:

W = 450 nt x 25 m = 11,250 joules, or to two significant figures,'.
W = 11,000 joules.

Our definition of work as the force in the direction of motion times
the distance moved was developed to agree with the idea that equal amounts
of fuel will supply equal amounts of energy. Will this definition provide
us with information about the energy possessed by a moving body? If it cannot
do so, it has little value as a definition.

To continue, please turn to page 117.
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v = 0

Figure 6

In Figure 6, a constant force F is applied to a mass m on a friction-

less table. The mass accelerates as a result of the force, takes on new
velocity, and travels the distance d while the force is acting.

Work was done by the force F on the mass m according to our defini-

tion. This work is the measure of the energy transferred to the mass m

according tc cur definition. Now we should like to find an expression for
the energy in terms of the motion of the body.

As the diagram shoWs, the mass starts with an initial velocity equal
to and accelerates to a velocity v. Write the missing word, then

turn to page 91.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Any or all of the listed characteristics could be found from this

data. However, we asked for the one that could be found most conveniently.

By this we mean, which relationship--the equation for finding work, ICE.

or R.E.--can use these data as direct substitutions?

You answered potential energy. But to find P.E., you must know the

weight of the stone and the height to which it was raised. Neither of these

quantities is given in the data, hence it is not convenient to find P.E,

first.

Please return to page 171; then pick a better response.



YOUR ANSVER --- A

You are corre,A,
W = k "Fd

W= (I) x nt x m
W = nt-me

You will remember that we sometimes give another name to a derived
unit to reduce its awkwardness. We did this with the unit of force, the
kg-m/sec2 by calling it one newton.

The same thing is done
is called a joule artet James
contributed much et mechanics
joule: There are probably. as

- as there a:te who say njoul."

with the unit for work, the newton-meter. It

Prescott Joule, the English scientist who
to physics. (For the pronunciation or the
many authorities who pronounce it "jewel,"
So remember: i joule = I newton-meter .

Before continuing, please turn to page 18i in the blue appendix.

d m,_4

F = 3.64

Figure 2

Suppose, as in Figure 2, a force of 3.6 newtons is applied horizontally
to move the block a distance of 0.70 meters. Energy is required to overcome
the friction between the block and the table upon which it rests. Which
answer below does NOT properly express the work done?

(5)

A 2.5 nt-m.

B 2.5 joules.

C 2.52 nt/m.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are correct, At ground level, or reference zero level,-the height
of the ball is zero so that its potential energy is zero, too. All of the
PIE,., however, is tranformed into K,E, at the time of impact.

Getting back to our problem, we have seen that at t = 0, the P.E. =
432 j and the K.E. = 0; that at t. = 3.00 sec, the PJ:, = zero and the K,F
= 43.2 j, Our next task is to find the distribution or enegx tot t i,00

sec,

We'll do this in several steps, and at the same Y.ime, stiess a ve2y.
important idea. Let's start by finding the P,E ci' bail ar t = ,00 set,

The ball starts to fall from a height ot 44,1 in, First iet's oetermine
how fat it fell during that first second and tirn, by subtacting this figure
from the original height of 4401 m, we can find its height above ground at
the end of 1.00 sec. From this, the P.E, follows easily, Thus:

d = 1/2at2

(This is the equation for distance in tree tall where. a = g = 9.80 r1;sec , and
t = 1,00 sec.)

sod= ?

Work this out to three significant figures, write your answer, then
turn to page 58 to verify the result.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Correct! The watt is the same as a joule per second. A joule is
a unit of work (or energy); hence the joule per second is a measure of the
time rate of doing work or expending energy which, of course, is the same' as
power,

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson a

(Item 5)

(e) One joie = 0.738 ft-lb, Thus, the joule is smaller than the.foot-.
pound. Roughly, f joule is 31'4 of a ft-lb.

(i) One horsepower (HP) is defined as 550 ft- lb/sec.
(g) 1 HP = 550 ft-lb/sec = 746 j/sec = 746 watts.

We promise() that there would be no problems using English units, but
we should sol.ve a lqw samples in the MKS system. We'll run through a simple
one first.

An electric motor which runs a drill press consumes 500 watts or
electrical power. Assuming that all the electricity. used is converted into
useful mechanical work, how much work does a drill press do each minute that
it turns?

(36)

A 500 watt -sec:

B 500 joules.

C Neither of these.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are absolutely correct. Both answers are wrong. Here is the
right solution:

m = 2.0 gm = 2.0 x 10-3 kg
K.E, = %mv2

v = 6.0 cm/sec = 6.0 x 10-2 m/sec

K.E. = 2.0 x 10-3 kg x (6.0 x 10-2 m/sec)
2

K.E. = 36 x 10
-7

j = 3.6 x 10
-6

j_

We have seen that work (W = Fd) is used as a meas,,re of the amount
of kinetic energy given to a body. Throughout our discussion thus tar, we
have implied that all of the work done on a body is used for the sole purpose
of giving kinetic energy to it. In other words, we assume ideal conditions
in which there are no friction forces of any kind to force us to do work to
overcome them. Later we shall study the effect of friction, but for the
present, let us continue our analysis on the basis of ideal conditions.

Please turn to page 123.
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Let's emphasize again that under ideal conditions the kinetic energy
acquired by a mass is exactly equal co the work done 11E1 that mass in
transferring energy to it, As an illustration of this, how would you answer
the following quesrion:

A. boy pushes horizontally on a 72-kg frictionless cart with a constant
force of 64 nc until it attains a speed of 4.0 miseco Over what distam:e
did this constant force have to act on the cart?

(1.5

A 2-25 m,

B 9.0 m,

C 18.0 m.

D None of these is correct,
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Certainly it can: In Figure 6 on page 117, the constant force F
causes the mass m to accelerate at a rate a; hence the Second Law is appli-
cable, and we may say that F = ma. Thus, in: W = Fd, we may replace the
F with ma and obtain: W = mad.

Now let us proceed further. In the lesson on uniformly accelerated
motion, we derived an expression which relates the final velocity of a body
starting from rest to its acceleration and the distance it travels. To

refresh your memory you may go back to the notes on Lesson 6 (Item 3).

Choose from the list below the equation which gives the relationship
between final velocity, acceleration and distance.

(11)

A v2 = tad

B d = 'fat 2

C v =at



CORRECT SOLUTION:

P i0

M 1.4 3.2 x 10-1 kg

V 2,0 misec

125

These facts are given, But note that the
mass oi the block does not enter into the
calculations, First, we find the unbalanced
fcwce applied to the block thus:

P FsY

F 5'° x 10
3 i /sec

2,0 misec

F ,,,, 2,5 x 103 nt

Now, since the birick moves with uniform speed horizontally, the unbal-
anced applied force F must exactly oriercome the force of friction; hence the
two are equal and

Ffric =4 2.5 x 1
3

nt

Obviously, the applied force and the retarding force act in opposite
direction. Since they aIe equal, the block is in dynamic equilibrium
horizontally; hence it maintains a constant speed.

Now that we have mentioned directionsreally for the first time in
this lesson--.-we might expect you to ask about the vector or scalar nature
of work, energy, and power. Have you wondered whether these are vector
or scalar quantities You should have, you know.

Curiously enough, work and energy are scalar quantities. The proof
of this statement must await your st.idy of higher mathematics, so you must
accept this statement on faith for the present. Power is a quotient; it
is the rate of doing work, expending energy, or work per unit time. Now,
if work is a scalar and time is also a scalar quantity, what must power be?

(40)

A A vector quail ity.

B A scalar quantity.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This answer is incorrect.

The determination of the bullet's K.E. as it leaves the muzzle of therifle involves:

K.E. = Ilmv2

To get the above answer, did you forget to follow one of the directionsimplied in this equation? Check the equation again.

Please return to page 114 and select a better answer.



Now let's our attention to the r.otal momentum of the system.
Designating 1.ightwaz-d motion as and leftward motion as (-), then

total p

Thus, tot balls of 0,20 ke each with velocities of +10 msec and
-10 m/sec lespe,z.tiely, what is the total momentum of the system?

0.J.)

A The total momentum of the system is 4.0 kg-m/sec.

B The tot .x momentum of the system is 20 joules.

C The total momentum et the system is zero.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You don't have to "determine" the acceleration of the block as a
freely falling body under ideal conditions. You should know ics value.

In solving this problem, we shall want to know the acceleration of the
block as it falls. What value will you use? (Refer to Figure 7 on page 120).

(19)

A 9.8 m/sec

B 9.8 m/sec
2

C 980 cm /sect

D 32 ft /sect
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Almost, but nor quite. Perhaps you noted that the units given were
pounds and feet, but were not clear on how to combine these units. Since
there is no single word in the English system to take the place of "jcule"
in the MKS system, we form the English unit of work in the same way we com-
bined units for our original metric term. You should be able to select the
right answer now.

Please return to page 81 and choose again.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

This is incorrect; one of the answers given is correct.

The determination of the bullet's K.E. as it leaves the muzzle of
the rifle involves:

K.E. = 1/2mv2

In deciding on the above answer, did you forget to follow one or the
directions implied in this equation?

Check the equation again.

Please return to page 114 and select a better answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- A

Actually, any or all of these quantities could be found from this data:.
However, we asked for the one that could be found most conveniently. By

thiS we mean, which relationshipthe equation for finding work, P.E. or
K.E.--tan use these data as direct substitutions?

You answered work done. But to determine the work done you must:
know the force applied and the distance through which this force moved the
stone in raising it from the ground to its final height.

You don't know either of Caese facts directly; hence it would not be
most convenient as a titst step to find the work done.

Please retuzn to page ill. Choose an answer that meets the
qualifications of the data
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. When the substitution and simplification are handled
properly, you obtain W = mad and since a = v2/2d then W = m x (v2/2d) x d so

2

This last relationship states that the original work done by the constant
force F.moving the mass over the distance d has been used to give the body
an amount of energy equal to Inv 2

. We have succeeded, therefore, in ex-
pressing the energy of the body in terms of its mass and velocity, without
any reference whatever to original force that did the work, or tc the distance
that the body moved while the force acted, Thus, this statement of the
quantity of energy in the moving mass aces not depend on its history° Any

mass-m moving with a speed v has an amount of energy equal. tc 1/2mv4 regardless

of the method used to transfer the energy to it-

The energy of a mass in motion is called kinetic energy to distinguish
it from another type of energy to be discussed in the next lesson,. We will
symbolize kinetic energy as K.E. In view of the method used to derive the
equation K.E. = 1/2mv2, which of the following would be a suitable energy
unit in the MKS system?

(13)

A The joule.

B The foot-pound.

C The newton.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Not. always.

In any conversion from P.E, to ICE., after most of the potential
energy has been expended in increasing the velocity of a mass, the K.E. is
much greater than the residual P.E.

Similarly, in a conversion involving a change from K.E. to P.E., the
K.E. is much greater than the P.E, when the process first begins.

Please return to page 161. Choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Not quite. Let's remember tc, keep the units right. You know that
acceleration cannot be measured in meters per second,

Please return to page 128 and select the right answer.
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CORRECT SOLUTION: We hope you used the easy way!

At a height of 12. meters: P.E. = 2h = 8.0 nt x 12 m = 96 joules. The

total. energy of the system is, 'Alen, 96 joules, Halt-way down, the height
is halved; hence the P.E, is also halved, Thus, the new P.E, is 48 joules,
But since the total energy = K,E, P,E, then the K.E. at the halt-way mark
is also joules,

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

Item 4',

(c0 In the case of a body in fee tali, potential energy changes
linearly to kinetic energy, since potential energy is directly proportional
to height above the reference zero. To find the K.E. of a body in free
fall at any height, determine its P.E. at the initial height and its P.E,
at the required height. The difference between these is the K.E. of the fall-
ing body at that height, provided that the falling body started from rest,'

Before concluding this lesson, there is another kind of physicai
quantity we must discuss. To illustrate this quantity, we should like to
tell you a short anecdote.

Turn to page 136, please.
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A horse dealer advertised two work horses for sale. One, a shiny
brown stallion, was to sell for $800; the other, a beautiful black mare, was
to go for $600. A farmer who looked at the horses saw that they were both
in good shape and appeared equally strong. He pointed to a wagon full of
hay and asked the dealer if the brown stallion could pull the wagon to the
top of a nearby hill. The deal said, "Yes." The farmer then asked it the
black mare could pull the same wagon up the same hill and again the dealer
said, "Yes."

"But," said the farmer, "if both horses can do the same job, why
does one cost $200 more than the other?" What do you think the dealer
told him? Think it over! Then turn to page 24.
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CORRECT ANSWER: The kinetic energy of the meteor is 2.0 x 1013 joules.

We hope you remembered to square the speed, That is:

K.E.
mv2 4,4 x 103 kg x (3.0 x 106 miser)2=

2 2

= 2.2 x 106 kg x 9.0 x 106 m2/sec2 = 19.8 x 1012 joules

= 20 x 10 12 joules to two significant figures, or 2.0 x 10 13

joules.

Note that joules_ is L. abbreviated 1. The meteor has a pretty
large kinetic energy, doesn't . You'd expect it, of course, because it has

. a large mass and a large velocity.

Now let's compute the kinetic energy of a 2.0 gm block moving along
a frictionless table at a speed of 6.0 cm/sec. (Watch those units!) What
is the kinetic energy of this block?

(14)

A 3.6 x 10
-8

j

B 6.0 x 10-5 j

C Neither of these.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

You are correct. There is more than enough experimental evidence
available tc permit us to conclude that this alWays happens.

A system starts with a certain amount of energy that has been put into
it by work done on the system. Regardless of the kinds of conversions Gi
enexgy that occur, P.E. to K.E, and vice versa, the total energy is always
the sum of the individual energies at any given time. Or, under ideal con-
ditions, the total energy of the system remains constant, that is, energy is
conserved,

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson i2

4. Conservation of Energy for Ideal Conditions
(a) Ideal conditions are conditions for which friction, air,

resistance, and allied effects are considered to be zero.
(b) Under ideal conditions, the energy of an isolated system is

conserved. Work may be transformed to either potential or kinetic energy,
cz one kind of energy may be converted to the other, without loss or gain

ci In an ideal interaction, the total energy of the system is
the sum ci the potential and kinetic energies, regardless of the conversions
that may take place from one kind to the other.

Before continuing, please turn to page 185 in the. blue appendix.

Notebook Check

Referring to the notes for this lesson, what does notebook entry 1(c)
tell us?

(28)

A It presents the equation ior work.

B it presents an illustrative exaule,

C It gives the units of work.

D It defines kinetic energy.
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CORRECT ANSWER: You aright h Ye written either of these two forms:

v or 2 2ad

We want to find. the K,E, of the block as it reaches the ground after
having fallen freely from rest for 3J00 meters, Since K.E = Ilmv2, it is

sensible to use equation Ci), because it is the square of the velocity than we
shall ultimately substitute in the K,E eqation,

Are you with us? We find the value for v2, as we have said, by
applying equation (2) above using 9.8 m/sec 2 for "a" and 3000 m for ue So,

v2 = 2 x 9.8 misec2 x 3,00 m

v
2 58 8 m'isec 2

All right, We know that the mass m is 5,00 kg and that v2 is 58.8
m2/sec2, Calculare.the K,E, of the block as it strikes the ground. When you
have the answer, please select the ...r.t1y pertinent 'true statement below.

(20)

A We were justified in saying that 147 joules of energy were stored
in the block as the result of the 147 joules of work done in
taiaing it

B We were not justified in saying that the work done in raising the
block to the shelf was stored as potential energy in the block,

C The answer obtained for the K,E, of the block does not justify
any conclusion at all,
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You're right.

From the definition of power we have:

P =
t

Since work is to be determined we must solve the equation for W:

--- Pt

The power consumed is 500 watts and the time under consideration is
1 minute, Now, a watt is a joule per second (or a j/sec) and 1 minute is
60 seconds, so

W = 500 j/sec x 60 sec
W = 30,000 j

Very o. ten, especially in flash photography, you will run across
a unit called tha watt-second. (w-sec). Look at the solution above care-
fully while you try to choose the only true statement from the group below:

What is t1.ie watt-second?

(37)

A A unit of force and is the same as a newton.

B A unit of energy and is the same as a joule.

C A unit of power and is the same as a joule.

D A unit of work and is the same as a newton.



You have now completed the study portion of Lesson 2 and your Study
Guide Computer Card and A V Compute7. Card should be properly punched in
accordance with your performance in this Lesson,

You should now proceed ro complete your homework -reading and problem
assignment. The problem solw,ions be clearly written out on 81/2" x iii"

ruled, white paper, and then submi with your name', date, and identifica
tion number. Your instrutor will , y.le'youz pzcblem wok in terms of an
objective preselected scale on a Problem Evaluation Computer Card and add
this result to your computer vofile-

You are eligible for the Post Test for this Lesson only after your
homework problem solutions have been submitted, Yo;,. may then request the

Post Test which is to be answered on a Post Test Computer Card.

Upon completion of the Post Test, you may prepare tot the nest Lesson
by requesting the appropriate

1, study. guide

2, program control matrix
3. set of computer cards for lesson
4. audio tape

If films or other visual aids are needed for this lesson, you will
be so informed when you reach the point where they are required. Requisition
these aids as you reach them.

Good Luck!
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

You are correct. In climbing the ladder, the boy uses muscular force
to press downward on each rung, and the rungs push upward on him with the
same force. So, to raise his weight of 120 lb, he must push with a force of
120 lb, the reaction force being in the direction of the motion.

So that you can convert these figures to metric MKS units, make this
notebook entry:

(Item 1)

(e) Conversion Ratios

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

1 pound = 4.45 newtons
1 joule = 0.738 ft-lb

Apply the principles you have learned thus far to the solution of this
problem: A 400-lb (1,800 nt) safe is moved along a level floor by an applied
horizontal force of 450 nt. If the safe is moved 25 meters, how much work
is done?

(9)

A 10,000 joules.

B 11,000 joules.

C 45,000 joules.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

You ale corzect,

In the anecdote about the horse-dealer and tamer, it should have
been quite obvious that the horse that could get the job done faster would
be more. valuable. The idea of speed, of course, involves the time required
to do a specified amount of work,

The same is true of the book-stacking elcirAple: You would be a more
desirable employee than your little brother because you could stack the books
10 times as fast as he could, Here again, the time you would need to complete
a particular job would be considerably smaller,

From a practical point of view, then, we need a physical means by
which to grade a horse, a machine, or a person as to ability to get a job
done quickly. So we proceed to inert such a means by defining a new quantity
called power.

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

5. Power.

.st) Power is defined as the time rate of doing work.
(b) This definition inthe form of an equation is:

W Fd
P

E.
P

t

c) As shown, power is inversely proportional to the time required
to do a specific amount of work, That is, an animal or machine that needs
more time to do the work has less power, comparatively.

(d) In the MKS system, the unit of power is the jisec or joule per
second,

A 500-nt boy can climb a 6,0-mete't ladder in i5 seconds, What power
does he use?

(34)

A 45,000 5/sec

B 200 j/sec

C Neither answer is correct.
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CORRECT ANSWER: The potential energy of the ball at a height or 39.2
meters is: P.E. = wh = 9.8 nt x 39,2 m = 384,-toules._

Write this figure down and put it aside for later use.

The next step is to calculate the kinetic energy of the ball after it
has fallen for 1.00 sec. Since K.E. = 1/2mv2, we must compute the
of the ball at this time What's the missing word

(25)

A Mass.

B. Speed.
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YOUR ANSWER B

Good work: You're absolutely correct. A watt is a joule peg second
If we now replace the watt with the joule pE.i. second, we have this:

1 watt-second = joule/sec x sec = joule

The joule and watt-second can be used interchangeably in any problem.
In straightforward mechanics situations, the joule is usually preferred;
but when electricity is involved, the watt-second is often employed:

You probably know that your electric bills are based on 7.he readings
of the power company's kilowatt-hour meters;. These may be located in your
basement, in an apartment enclosure, or in a waterproof housing outside your
house. Make it a point to inspe(t one of these meters and assule yourself
that it measures kilowatt-hours. Ask your folks to show you one of their
bills and observe that the charge is based on some figure such as 5 ,:ants
per kilowatt7hour.

What is the kilowatt-hour?

It is a unit of

(38)

A Energy.

B Power.

C Power per unit time.
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YOUR ANSWER B

You are correct, Power is a quotient of two scalars; hence it, too,
a soalar:

Thus, work, energy, and power a:e all scalar quantities- When a man
or machine does work or expends energy, is makes no ditterence as to the
direction of the force in W = Fd, tot the work done is merely a number and
a unit without directional significance. it a machine produces 15,000
joules of enegy, this is the enegy output tegatdless of the direction in
which motion may occur,

boIntrast this with momentum, Momentum Is a vector quantity and its
cilolon must always be specified if we are to know how it acts.

For example, a billiard ball rolls along a table from the north
Side toward the south side with a uniform velocity of 10 m/sec. It the mass
of the ball is MO kg, then the momentum of the ball is

p = my = 0.20 kg x 10 n;se: m 2,0 kg-m/sec toward the south

and its kinetic energy is

100
.K-E. = 1/2mv2 = 0.20 kg x 100 m2/sec. 2

2
= 10 joules

As you venture into.more advanced physics, the vector nature of
momentum-and the scalar nature of energy will assume increasing importaa.e
;n yout thinking.

Please turn to page 83 to continue,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You forgot something!

The equation for kinetic energy is K.E. = limv2 not 1/2mv.

Does this give you the clue to your mistake? We hope so.

Please return to page 123. Choose the right answer this time.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are right. The equation we want is: K.E. = Ilmv
2

.

We know the mass of the bomb is 1,020 kg. We are also told that the
bomb falls 2/3 of the way down from its Original height, a distance or 6,00
x 103 m. The velocity at this height could then be found from:

v.
2 2ad=2gh

So, the kinetic energy is:

K.E>
1,02 x 103 kg x (2 x 9.80 m,sec2 x 6,00 x

2

K.E. = 1.02 x 9.80 x 6.00 x 10
6

= 6.00 x 107 joules

After the bomb has fallen 2/3 of the way, its kinetic energy is 6,00
x 10

7
joules.

Now, how about the simple way tp do the same problem?

Please turn to page 149.
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Suppose we cal<late the P.E, of the bomb at the altitude of the plane:

P.E. = mgh = 1,02 x 10 3 kg x 9.80 m/sec 2 x 9000 x 10' m

= 9000 x 10
7

joules.

After the bomb has fallen 2/3 of the way down, its height has decreased
by 2/3. Hence its P.E. has decreased by 2/3 of its former value, and thus 2/3
of the total has been converted to kinetic energy. Thus,

K.E. = 2/3 x 9,00 x 107 joules = 6.00 x 101 joules

You see, we get the same answer without becoming involved with v
2

= 2gh-

What is the kinetic energy of an 8.0-nt ball that has fallen haii-way
down from a height of 12 meters? Write your solution; then turn to page 135,
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct,

Since work is calculated using W = I'd, then the weight or the block
must be determined from its mass, Newton's Second Law states that:

so that

Then:

w = mg
w = 5,00 kg i 9 -8 mfs c

2

w = 49 nt

W- 1,9 nt x 3.00 m
14, joules

So far, so good, Now, In moving the block over path BC in feigute
on page 170 which is horizontal, thete ate no retarding forces acting on it
at all; gravity has no horizontal component and we assume friction is zeo,
If there-are no retarding forces, then no force is required to keep the block
moving horizontally toward the right. It is first accelerated and then
decelerated to its final position, where it is at rest. Thereto e, no work
is done in moving the block along path BC,

The total amount of work clone, then, in placing the block en the shelf
is 47 joules. Let's bear this in mind. Now the block rests mo:lcmiess on
the shelf. How much kinetic energy does it have?

(17)

A -It has no kinetic. eneLgy,

B It has 147 joules of. kinetic energy-.

C The data gi.:ien is not sufficient to calculate the kinetic energy,
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YOUR ANSWER C

The vector nature of momentum compels us to conclude that when two
balls of equal mass and speed, each moving in opposite directions, are
considered as a system, then the total momentum of this system is zero>
This is quite reasonable. Suppose the balls were made of putty; suppose
further that if they were allowed to/collide head-on, they would stick
together in an inelastic collision-. Then you could predict, almost intui-
tively, that they would come to a dead stop after impact, the final speed
being zero. In that case the total momentum would also be zero. Note
that this result can be obtained only if the masses are equal and the speeds
have the same magnitudes in opposite directions.

But what of the balls' energies in the same collision situation?
Here again, since the balls come to rest, final speed is zero. Then the
kinetic energy, too, must be zero. This creates an apparent inconsistency:
If the net K.E. of the system,is the-sum of the indiNiduai K.E.'s before
collision and it is zero after collision, what happened to the Principle of
Conservation of Energy? No such inconsistency is associated with the
interchange of momenta, because the vector nature of momentum tells us that
the total momentum is zero before and after the collision. But this does
mot apply to kinetic energy.

We leave you with this dilemma in closing this lesson. Think about
it The problem will be resolved in the next lesson.

Please go on to page 152.
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In summary, work is defined as the product of the component or a force
along the direction of motion and the distance moved as a result of the action
of this component. In other words, work is directly proportional to the
component of force causing motion and to the magnitude of motion thus produced.
In mathematical shorthand this reads:

W = Fd

Remember that F is the component in the direction of motion and
rhat d is the displacement caused by the component.

In the MKS system, work is measured in newton-meters, since F is
stated in newtons and d is stated in meters, For brevity and convenience,
a newton meter is called a joule, abbreviated 1:

Please turn to page L41.:



YOUR ANSWER --- A

You are coKrect- Since the definition of kinetic energy was obtained
directly. from the definition of work, then energy and work units must be
identical. In addition, if you substitute units in the K.E, equation, the
result is joules.. That is:

2

KE = Ilmv1 = kg x secq
m

or breaking this 4 c fp ino two pats,

K.E. = x m = newton-meters joules.
sez

nt

NOTEBOOK ENTRY
Lesson 12

2, Kinetic Energy
(a) Kine'lc energy is energy transferred to a mass in the form of

an increase of velocity.
(10 The kinetic energy of a body starting from rest is equal to the

work done in ca4sing the body to attain its state of motion,
(0 K,E, = env2, Regardless of the method used to cause mass m to

take on a given velocity v, its kinetic energy is always measurable as one-
half the product of its mass and the square of its velocity.

(d) Kinetic, energy is measured by the work done to cause a mass
to achieve a given velocity starting from rest; hence the energy unit is the
same as the work unit, namely the joule,

Imagine yourself in a space ship looking out through the observation
port. Suddenly, in the distance, a meteor appears; you grab your super-
instruments and measure its mass and speed as it goes by. Its mass is
4.4 x 106 kg; its speed is 3,0 x 103 m/sec. A quick calculation shows its
kinetic energy to be joules, What answer do you get? Write it;
then please turn to page 137
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text It is
nct intended to convey lesson information.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. it is

not intended to convey lessen information,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Quite right. If the block is at rest, then v = 0 and K.E. = 1/2mv2 = O.

But think a moment. It required 147 joules of work to get the block to
the shelf. And we know that work is a measure of energy. So, it 142 joules
of work were done on the block, it has to have 147 joules of energy,
somehow. Otherwise much of the reasoning that led us to this point in our
study has been meaningless.

The answer, surprisingly, is quite simple. The block does have 14%
joules of energy, but it is not kinetic energy. This type of energy is called
potential energy, abbreviated P.E.

Here's how we arrive at this conclusion. We have done 147 joules
of work to raise the block to the shelf. If the shelf were now removed, the
block would return to the ground as a freely falling body gathering kinetic
energy as it accelerated. Thus, in its raised position on the shelf, we
have apparently stored in the block a capability to produce kinetic energy
if the block is allowed to return to the position where work began. This

stored capability is called potential energy (P.E.) because it can turn into
kinetic energy.

Please go on to page 152.
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The argument is convincing, but needs just a bit of quantitative
bolstering to really tie up the loose ends.

We propose to show now that there are 147 joules actually stored in
the gravitational field between the block on the shelf in Figure 7 on page
170 and the earth. The method is mathematical, but quit-. easy to follow.
We'll calculate the K.E. that the block will develop as a freely falling body
when allowed to drop to the ground from the height at which it now rests,
3.00 meters.

The mass of the block is 5.00 kg. What quantity should we determine
now in order to calculate the kinetic energy acquired by the block at the
instant it reaches the ground?

(18)

A Its velocity when it reaches the ground.

B Its initial velocity.

C Its acceleration as a freely falling body.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Your choice indicates that you didn't watch closely enough; the "v"
in the given equation was not squared. Perhaps you just don't remember
the equation; in that case, you had better use your notes to refresh your
memory.

Please return to page 32. You should be able to pick the tight
answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is not corrects

Work is done on the block, because a force must be exerted upward
on it to raise it from the ground. If the force is a constant one, then it
must continue to act over the entire distance of 3.00 meters. So, we have
a force in the direction of motion and a distance moved; this automatically
means that work has been done on the block.

Please return to page 170 and try again.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

This is not true.

One of the answers does contain just such a quantity. Vertical
distance is height, and a ladder is a means:of attaining height, What new
concept or idea has been introduced?

Please return to page 24, You can find the Light answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

You misinterpreted the definition of power.

Power is the time rate of doing work and is calculated from:

P 7

Note that the t is in the denominator. Apparently you thought it was
in the numerator, and multiplied the work by the time. This is, of course,
incorrect.

L. Please return to page 143 and select another answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is incorrect.

The way to determine the meaning of a derived unit like the watt-
second is to replace the watt with its synonymous unit, the joule per second,
and then simplify the combination, if possible.

Try it. Then please return to page 140 and choose the tight answer
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

This is not correct.

The substitution brings about this first result:

v2
dW= m

x 2d x

a

But when this is simplified, you don't get the answer you selected.

Please return to page 82 and choose a better answer.
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YOUR ANSWER C

You are correct. Speed ts defined dd/At, or change of displacement
with respect to time. (Notes AdbAt is a definition of velocity, if the
situation calls for vectors rather than scalars. Since we have not yet
discussed the nature of work, energy and power in this respect, we shall
continue to use scalar quantities like speed.)

Thus, if Ad/At means speed, then the power equation can very well
be written:

P Fv

in which v = speed and replaces Ad/At.

Let's return to the problem: The motor is rated a% .CLO kw and is
to raise a load of 2.75 x 104 kg. How fast will the load go up? (The speed

is to be givenin metes per minute.)

Can you work this without further help? Try it. Take your time
and be careful with units. ,:rite out your whole solution; then follow out
solution as presented when 7rou.turn to page 89.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

No, it is not

Work is a scalar quantity; time is a scalar quantity. Power
work/time or scalar/scalar. Although we have never explicitly said so, it
should be obvious that one cannot hope for a vector quantity to emerge from
a division of one scalar by another. Where would the direction-factor have
its source?

We know this: A vector multiplied or divided by a scalar yields a
vector quantity. For example: v = Addi4t; also F = ma. To this we can add:
A scalar multiplied or divided by another scalar yields a scalar quantity

Please return to page 125 and choose the alternative answer.
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

We consider this answer a mechanical blunder, We are certain you
know that the foot-pound would never be a unit for any physical quantity in
the MKS system.

So, return to page 132, please, and choose the right answer:
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Good! The kinetic energy is obtained from:

mv
2

LOU kg x (9.8 misec) 2

K,E. = -
2

- 48,0 joules.

Now let's see where we stand. We found that after 1.00 sec of free
fall, the potential energy of the bail had decreased from its initial value of
432 joules to a new value of 384 joules, (Remember? You wrote the new
value to use.

Next, we calculated the kinetic energy of the ball after 1.00 sec of
free fall, 48,0 joles

So the ball has at this time

384 joules of P,E. and
48.0 joules of K.E.

The total energy of the-ball is thus distributed between its potential
and kinetic energies, But, what is most important, its total energy is still
432 joules because 384 48.0 = 432. Whenever this experiment is performed
under nearly ideal conditions, the same important fact results.

During a conversion from P,E. to K.E., or vice versa, how is the
energy always distributed?

(27)

A The P.E. is normally greater than the K.E.

B The total energy is the sum of the instantaneous values of the P.E.
and K.E.

C The residual P.E. after time t is the sum of the total energy and
the K.E. at that instant.
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YOUR ANSWER C

Vertical distance has played an important role throughout our develop-
ment of the concepts of work and energy The very definition of potential
energy involves a "height" facto So "height" or vertical distance is not
new to us in 'the concepts of work and energy

Please return to page 24 and pick a better answer,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Very good! To solve this, you must remember that the conditions are
ideal, and that all of the work done by the boy goes into developing the
kinetic energy of the cart. So, the work done is:

Fd) W = 64 nt x d meters

The energy the cart has when the force stops acting is

(K.E. 1/2m72) K E 72 kg x (400 misec)2..
2

Since all of the work turns into kinetic energy, then W and K0E -, may
be equated and we have:

64 nt x d meters

d

72 kg x (4.0 m(sec)2
2

72 kg x 16 m2(sec2
2 x 64 nt

d = 9.0 m.

Please turn to page 183 in the blue appendix,
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Now let's consider another facet of the energy ccncept,

1,00 m

Figure

As shown in Figure 7, a 5000-kg block is raised from the float to a

shelf 3000 m high by moving it vertically a distance of 3.00 m and then

horizontally a distance of I.00 m to the shelf. How much work is done. on

the block over path AB, from the floor vertically upward to shelf level?

(16)

A No work is done.

13 15,0 joules,

C 14? joulee,

D None of the above answers is cOrTect,
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

You are correct. The kinetic energy is:

K.E. =
mv2 = 4.0 x 10-3 kg x (7.0 x 102 m/sec)2
2 2

4,0 x 10-3 kg x 49 x 104 m2/sec2
2

= 980 joules_

Here's another problem you can solve, (COP/ IT.)

A 20-kg stone is dropped from a certain height and strikes the ground
with a speed of i2 misec. From what height was it dropped?

Think about this problem for a f:'w minutes. You are told the mass
of the stone and its velocity when it reaches ground level. Which of the
following is most conveniently determined from this data?

(22)

A The work done in raising the stone to the height from which it
finally falls.

B The kinetic energy of the stone when it reaches ground level.

C The potential energy of the stone.
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YOUR ANSWER --- C

Think what this would imply if it were true!

It means that the residual. P.E, would be greater than the total energy
of the system by an amount equal to the K,E- at the rime. This is impossible,
of course. It's like saying that a wedge cut out of a perfectly uniform
apple pie is heavier than the whole pie! Or that a dime weighs more than
a pocketful of dimes!

The is a better answer available. Please return page and
select it.
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YOUR ANSWER C

Let's straighten this out.

Work is the product of a force and the distance that this force causes
something to move. That is, W = Fd. The phrase "the distance that this
force causes something to move" should give you the clue necessary to answer
the question. We agree that F does work because it causes the block to Move
horizontally over 0.70 meters, resulting in a work of 2.5 nt.

Does FT cause anything to move? This force is a reaction force
springing from the weight of the block. It holds the block in vertical
equilibrium. In that case, how much work does FT do?

Please return to page 99 and seleLc one of the other answers.
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YOUR ANSWER --- A

Not this one The equation for work is in item 1(b).

Are you letting your notebook become sloppy? If you're going tc make

progress, you have to keep your notes neat and in order.

Please return to page 138 and :hoose another answer.



YOUR ANSWER --- B

Of course, Ail freely tailing bodies have the same acceletation,
namely, 9,8 misec 2 in the MILS system,

So, certainly, this need not be determined.

Go back to the original question by turning to page 157 now, and
think it over once again,



OUR ANSWER --- C

A little more thought on your part would demons;.rate forcibly the
error in this answer.

If you say that the magnitude. of mgh' is greater than that cr mgh,
are saying that at the Impletion of the first swing of the pend_,m,

there is more total energy in the system :Ll.an there was at tne stat. In

other words, you are saying that the pendulum is somehow .,leating efleicttc
of nothing, If this actually could happen, what a diffeenr wold thls
be We could set up pendulums wherever :equired as s uses c: energy;
longer would we need petroleum, coal, or atomic. energy. Ous w.A,lo be
mitaculous, pendulum-operated L.iilization

The Principle of Energy Conserva.Lion is often stated in ftese e_ms:

Energy :_an neither be created Cyr, destroyed; it tan only be Q.hanged
rcrm. Although this statement leaves much to be desired, it is essentialy
true,

So, at the end of the first swing--or any swing--the energy content
of the bob of the pendulum can be no greater than it was at the beginning
of the swing

Please return to page 81 ana select a more sul:able response,
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YOUR ANSWER --- B

Almost, but not quite. Perhaps you noted that the units given were
pounds and feet, but thought that work must always be expressed in joules,
The principle of work as the product of force times distance in the direction
of the force is unchanged. However, there is no single word, in the English
system for "joule" in the MKS system, You should be able tc select the
right answer now,

Please return to page 87 and choose again,
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YOUR ANSWER n

Well, iet's see.

From the definition of power we have:

P = W/t

We want' to determine work, FO we'll so e this for W:

W = Pt

The power is 500 watts and the time is i minute,. Since wa-co is

a jouleisecon,i, we can substitute j; sec for watts so that:

W = 500 j/sec x 1 minute,

Note that the time units are different so that you cannot cancel them
and come out with joules as the unit of your answer.

Please return to. page 121. Tt'ink this out; then make another selection.
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YOUR ANSWER --- D

One of the answers is correct.

You may have made a mistake in arithmetic. Repeat the solution; you
can determine the right answer. Remember that weight is a force, not a
mass.

Please return to page 170 and tty again.
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This page has been inserted to maintain continuity of text. It is

not intended to convey lesson information.



AMP LESSON 12 WORKSHEET Tape Sesment 1

Please listen to Tape Segment for Lesson 12 before start-
ing to answer the questions below°

Data Item Ag In Newtonls Second Law, F = kma4 k = and is
dimensionless°

m..; m2

In the Law of Gravitati on, F = G --f- 9 C- is

the proportlonality constant.
Here, k is not equal to 1, nor is it dimen-
less°

QUESTIONS

Which one of the. following is the correct unit for
work in the MKS system?

A the kilogram-meter
B the meter-newton squared-

the newton
D .the newton-meter
E newton per meter

2e Which one of the following is the defining equati...1
for the physical quantity we call work?

A W = kFd
B W kmg
C W kF/d
D W = kma
E W = kFdita

3° In the defining equation for work, the proportionality
constant k may be set equal to unity (1) because

A work turns out to be a scalar quantity.
B work turns out to be a vector quantity°
C we have not yet defined a unit of work so

that we may now define it in terms of unit
force and unit distance°

D the constant of'proportionality in a linear
equation like the one which defines work
is always unity°

E the defining equation for work does riot con-
tain a fractional term, hence k must equal
equal unit to keep the units correct°

Please return to.page 119 of the STUDY GUIDE°



AMP LESSON 12 182 Tape Segment

WORKSHEET- -
Please listen' to Tape Segment 2 for Lesson 19 before start-
ing to answer the quest ions below,

Data Item A: Refe-r to the dagram

fry

fun.; cich.:.--; are giTen an

A l6.8 joules
B 63 joules
C 7.0 joules
D 50 joules
E 5.6 joules

QLTAlq0Ns

Assume
diagram is 3 degrees
ar.,a Lnat F hi, :1

the book ts ca -sed
to m;_ve. 3.0 m iq the
dIrect r' d9 tac
muari w-..rk

(The appr:,xLmate va.-
ues of same f the

If the work in a nor:_zontal direction results in ccn-
_,

stant velocity of tne block, then ail of the work is
A being done against gravity.
B being done against the vert/i-a. Aill:Lrien LI

gravity0
C being done against the hcrizontaL ,mpn-

ent of gravity.
D being done, against the force of fritIon.
E going into increastng the .knetio energy

of the block,

6. The magn.ltude of the vertical component of F 2.,L nt, is

A 201 nt B 0.6 nt C il nt
D 48 nt-Data Item B174

30° 37° 45°

sin "50 0060 0.71

cos 0.87 0,80 0071.

t.an 0.38 0075 1,00

E i3 nt

530 60°

0080 0.87

0.60 Co56

1033 1.73

Please return to page 87 of the STUFY GUIDE



A? LESSON ._

Cr E r

z.a ro:...r,.ez '.1; answer
the d-.,:e.or.,:ons

r -36

7. A .va--...den .s a : fr1..niess,
hor. tat- e The ct...,! ea s r In c:rder
to bring yuA

A a de: _ _ . s s that. ',. t.

a .:..E.. 0'2 t . f

B a e. y . _ . "t.11'::-. WE :7; 7, IA, P2L:C1

U_

an:y . . ,nat

a . e ....a.use
.. E 0

E n: Ivrce at a.. .71.n:-e the b_)L,A w uit
_irately ;es t.0

8. When the may r.. . s ore t res

A m s 411-f A ./1.. ,.,1" nand.
B rn L!... A - y n rikl. 0

: n y r nand
D de s Work nand Drouiztl t

res', n En: rt t :Jae°
E 1t

-_ nti 0

9. Assuming thiv: Cne Q_EF .n rand cir.'-ng. tne
stopping prc:cess 7,nrri

A mus., a wL-rk

t.ne cf .ts
B mi4st d, an eq..41._ arrht cf vir.-Jrk :in the

the d .4p,,s;te : Ls n%A....,nc.

C m.s co. in_ :e ;,he than It

does n y r.ar.
D mtAsi c.. .tss 'Alan t.

tic. es
E may r ...ess icavk tne

aepeet. ,n rie. .me tne furce
_a app.:ta.

PLEASE RETURN NOW TO PAGE 7.. OF THE STUDY GUIDE



AMP LESSON _2

V7

WOR1{EHEET

\if C

Tape ,S..!grnti-

;._e:n A
weK12.
DuoJE A__ :Le cl,es

,

7His
aii crils

povr#4 o;CV1(01.:,

15 a 1.
IS ap: 1'a m a
coLES

I' i it

RUESTIONS

10. Suppose the bLocx .:rii!..ia..y.resting on the CrIction-
less norizonta. table at A. The work then reolAlred to
more the bio.:.k fr':,m A B

A more ,ria.n c.. B .ess tnan bG blAt

tnan 47) :10

C es :3 tnan D _ess tnan otc..
tYL. t rn re tnan tnan

Wri.cn one cc the f:..ow.n: staements
van t to tnis e xamp_ e bu :s a.so vg

A The work done :n -11::ng any we.gn., the
top of this pane w.uld be 45 o. .s.

B The wort. done :n ..lftIng a 15 nt weigh t.
the top of any 3:4:5 p.ane Is 45 j,_.-A_es.

C Tne enegy a:,quired oy A glven
mass rased tc a g_ven ne:ght .s tne same
regard. ..ess cf the path Laken to tnls heIglit.

D The K.E. as.Aulred oy tree s...ldIng up
the plane was equal. the K.E. acqulred
while gong stral,gh: up.

E If the ang...e of tne pane were .noreased by
shortening AC ard AB. more Work be
required t sAide the block up to C.

PLEASE RETURN NOW ro PAGE 55 OF THE STUDY GUIDE.



AMP LBSL.ON

a.so

7f: K

7 .

FRV.A770N CF EI:EY,

.2

INT:1161 s.n-e tne ma: 7s rzF. a:a :ne a.st.an_e ;1:61.1,

els :n a.. parts !,ne ,!.-.ment. AS .1 passes 7.ne
a -e ma2

kl

KE

enan.e,:; . !..a A.n

sql.tare :ne T_ .me *:11 _ape

Data Item Bs The data. Laken dur.ng !..ne Il.m .s .reaea sep
arately for each Ind.vlaua: semet f tne tnree segmenLs In
the

Ie In tne a,r. _ne fur-e
n g_ .f un,t.1

s 7..ne a_ vet'
tne same a s'_an...e _n _r a_

Time ftr tne r.n. a.. .s:.nA = se
T!me for r.ni se.:.. id tr a " aH,Is..n7,-1 7 (.14j

trY.m :.r.a. . vq'_

gi.:der was a . KE
have do bled ,f ener05::; wa.s

th.s I-..appned, we :ne ..rues rid set
them up in .nverse ra:. :e

KE.
-

Ths te.. s us !,-na the r4A- ,r KEGS, wn.-n snz,...a to
1t2 or i 2 or Ce5:1 exp.. :me- a ,) aefdrmined as C

Remembering that peruen'_age :s tuuna suutra-clng
the experlmentai value t.:m .Lft vl.ce-
ve-rsan to cbta,n a pL,s.t..? ana LhIs
1ifferen:e ..mpuLea ei. ue y--.4 -an r.,w answer
ques7Ln :ne raex caFto

page,, p.ease,,



AMP LESSDN -2 Tape Segme:.:

Tne perentage 9 r'; tr Pa. I*

A .ess ,%. B *.nan 2'7! r.

.ess Tnan
0117 m re
2%.

II. By acub.ing th ean r tne raz.x, tne
al p,-Jtentia ... energy s .1.7-abe d tne welgnt f he
gT 1de r %I% e same, .oF:c, PE = x ne.gn. B
mak n1 : ne et-7;n t t. tne PE be_.mes
as Tn:s mean_ k3 rie KE , f tr:e

SEiLnd --ase snd a aga.f. KE YE.
sr.a -me t.. te :"

T..mes r..rdea Wl...en PE = , --me is
Wrier PE = 2 time Is ;203t

Nowcalculatetnemeastiredratl.:KE./KE
2

0 fcrget
square the tImeso

3. Th pe e 3:;e t7, r f r Pat I :s

A ween ze.7.., and .%e

C between .% and

D be* ween o 5% and 2%,

E between 2% ancl

III By deub- spr.ng tne e.ast:c
perLtL energy ine _ng

Trrits re:.0 rued .3n t:p: F . ..er c.c.mpressr sec-o

F '-arger mpress Co 30 seGo

The perentage e..rr t'cr Par-, HT, is ( t2 Si 0

A zero. B be_wreen zel. aria 2%.

C between 2% aria 5%. D between 3% and 5%o

E more tnan 5%0

PLEASE RETURN NOW TO PAGE 3 OF THE STUDY '1U IDE*
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10 A ran ap.:; a. -;c:-Ist.t force cf ht to a car, This
the ITICcH: a of 1.i0 ri :11. 8 sec-,

tre :Lan ch r.he cart? :t0 Wna
the rr h th

2 Twelv*e .,0C-watt _Lamps axfh steadily fir :11a_hlirF t
AssurrLng that a geheratcyr cperang at 1009 ef

.i.eculred eiecy, now mucn work
d.d the Fi'eneva:r do.?

1 A hill Ises CO in for every 100 in of its -31ope.;. A car
weighing 4(A(2 n'7 moves 7J.p the hill at 55 n./sec, What

ai_.paven pc.we t,f tte engine during pe",:od?

4, .A is app..,.ed to a 4-kg mass causing lt; toaa from rest t a velc.ciy of 5 m:seo over a dls-
"r.a C in Cacu.i.ate the mE..gnitude of the :,:,onstaht

invc:ved trls T.Jse energy b:.:nsiderations
.1h s..i.ving tr1-7 p.:fuemrj

50 A. 2-kg block of cobter slides along a floor as a result
of an 1=u1se previcusly applied to it, After a time
Its initiai speed of 4 iii :sec has decreased to 1. m/seo,

how ni..rri io.nt d:Ld the fr:.ction force exerted by
fioc.,r .A1 the b.ok (!G? Ci70 if tne reduction ti'
desoid above occuvred over a distance of 10 m,

magL.!;ue f !_ne fric.tlunal fcrce?

6. Aa atItomobile of mass i(XC kg r'clis down a hill that is
m ?iigh and then immetiaLely up en adjacent hill that

Is only 0 in nigno What ls cne kinetic energy cf the
car just arci-4es =true top of the second hill?

fr1.cticna effecsc)

70 An eleotrch. nas a mass of (3,1 x -U kg, If an elec-
trn is acceierated in a teatron sc, chat it is moving
with l'10 the speed. of Iight, what is its kinetic energy'
(The speed of is 300,000 km/sec,

8, A stone of mass 0,2 kg falls freely from the top of a
cliff 50 in aocve the grcund, At the instant that it
is 4C in from in ground, -*hat Is the magnitude of its
kinetf_c energy?

90 An archer0 applying an average force of 8,0 nt to a bow-
string9 pulls the center of the string back a distance of
20 3111 Tn.e arrow fitted to tne string at this point has
s mass. of 0,2 kgo What ITelccuy will it have just as it
leav'es the bow after It has been released by the archer?

106 The bob of a Pendulum rises 001 m from its lowest point
at the ...p c.f its swing., If its mass is 1,0 kgD how
fast is it moving at the lowest point of its swing?


